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.**********************************************************************

NEW MEMBERS: STAN WEISBECK, STEVEN WISEBLOOD. RENEWALS: WILLIAM CARR &

BILL NITTLER. WELCOME TO STAN & STEVEN. THANK YOU ALL VERY MUCH.........
***********************************************************************

1993 IRCA CONVENTION: ENCLOSED YOU WILL FIND THE IRCA CONVENTION REGIS-
TRATION FORM. PLEASE USE THE CONFIRMATION NUMBER P4186 SHOWN ON THE EN-
CLOSED FORM ALL OTHER NUMBERS ARE INCORRECT. PLEASE FILL OUT THIS FORM
AND RETURN IT TO JOHN JOHNSON IF YOU ARE ATTENDING. THE CONVENTION. DO
IT AS SOON AS POSSIBLE IT WILL MAKE JOHN'S JOB A LOT EASIER..THANK YOU.
***********************************************************************

IN THIS ISSUE: A WORD FROM YOUR CPC on front page please read, CONVEN-
TION REGISTRATION FORM in the center, IRCA & NRC TEST INFO, IRCA PRESI-

DENT'S REPORT, DX WORLDWIDE II, no reports this week for DX WORLDWIDE
WEST Patrick mentioned that DX was not good, DX WORLDWIDE EAST, WESTERN
DX ROUNDUP, CENTRAL DX ROUNDUP, EASTERN DX ROUNDUP, WESTERN DX FORUM,
ANARC UPDATE, EASTERN DX FORUM, GEOMAGNETIC INDICES, NRD-525 TECHNICAL

REVIEW we are working on ridding the 525 of frequency readout noise, a
very nice receiver for BCB DX with the readout noise gone and while you
are using a loop antenna, my 525 is better than the R8 that I had once.
***********************************************************************

IRCA POSITIONS: POSITIONS CURRENTLY VACANT - ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS CHAIR-
PERSON, GRAVEYARD DX RECORDS EDITORS and NEW MEMBER PACKET REVISION COM
MITTEE. INTERESTED IN ONE OF THESE POSITIONS...CONTACT PHIL BYTHEWAY...
***********************************************************************

A WO!RlJ))!FROM YOUR ClPC

IN NOVEMBEROF 1991, KWCo-l560 IN CHICKASHA. OKLAHOMA CONDUCTED 2 DX TESTS FOR
IRCA. DUE TO PERSONNEL CHANGES, RECEPTION REPORTS RECEIVEDFOR THESE TESTSWENT
UNANSWERED. FOR THOSE WHO HEARD ONE OF THESE TESTS, A FOLLOWUP WILL BE
VERIFIED FOR REPORTS DIRECTED TO: MR. JOHN CARSON - NEWS DIRECTOR. KWCo-AM, P,O.
BOX 1268. CHICKASHA. OK 73023. MR. CARSON IS A VETERAN DXER, A MEMBER OF FINE
TUNING. AND A FREQUENT CONTRIBUTOR TO MONITORING TIMES. BE SURE TO THANK MR.
CARSON FOR HIS KINDNESS WHEN YOU WRITE.

***********************************************************************

lbe National Radio Club's AM

Station Map Book, 2nd ed.
Editedby Bill Hale, this book is arompanion to theNRCAM

Radio Log. Now easier toreadthanever;thet~ book
is tlJree.hole punched for a ring bindet Data is acwrate as

of2.t.93,and updates ofindividual pageswill be available at

a nominal cost whena sufficientnumber of changeshave
omured. On:Ier&omNRCPublications. Box 164.ManmviIle,

NY 13661. NY orders, please addsalestax.

$8.00, p'~stgaid.
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IRCA DX TEST BULLETIN
MONDAY. FEBRUARY 22. 1993 - KBOA-830, P.O. BOX 509, KENNETI, MO 63857 WILL CONDUCTA DX
TEST BE1WEEN 1:00 & 2:00 AM EST. TIlE TEST WILL INCLUDE MORSE CODE AND TONES. THIS TEST WILL
BE CONDUCTED WITH A POWER OF 10 KW AND AN OMNIDIRECTIONAL ANTENNA PATTERN. THIS IS A
REPEAT OF TIlElR NOVEMBER srH TEST WHICH WAS RUN ON NOVEMBER 6'I1L RECEPTION REPORTS MAY
BE SENT 1'0: MR. LARRY ANrHONY -CHIEF ENGINEER. (ARRANGED BY J.D. STEPHENS FOR lRCA CpC)

MONDAY. FEBRUARY 22, 1993 - WDEV-550, P.O. BOX 550, WATERBURY,VT 05676 WILL CONDUCTA
DX TEST BETWEEN 4:00 & 5:00 AM EST. TIlE TEST WILL INCLUDE MORSE CODE, TONES, VOICE ID'S, AND
AN UNSPECIFIED SELECTION OF MUSIC. RECEPTION REPORTS MAYBE SENT TO: MR. ERIC ROBERTS -
VICE PRESIDENT. (ARRANGED BY J.D. STEPHENS FOR lRCA CpC)

WEDNESDAY. FEBRUARY 24. 1993 - WSMl-lS40, P.O. BOX 10. LITCHFIELD,IT.62056 WILL CONDUCTA
DX TEST BE1WEEN 1:00 & 1:10 AM EST. TIlE TEST WILL INCLUDE MORSE CODE, TONES, AND VOICE m's
AND WILL BE PART OF TIlE STATION'S MONTIn.Y FREQUENCY CHECK. RECEPTION REPORTS MAY BE
SENT TO: MR. BRIAN TALLEY (N90WV) - CHIEF ENGINEER. MR. TALLEY REQUESTS AN SASE BE
INCLUDED WITH ALL REPORTS. (ARRANGED BY J.D. STEPHENS FOR lRCA CPC)

MONDAY. MARCH 1. 1993 - WWJz-640, P.O. BOX 81, MOUNT HOLLY, NJ 08060 WILL CONDUCTA DX
TEST FROM 12:00 -1:00 AM EST. TIlE TEST WILL INCLUDE MORSE CODE, TONES, AND VOICE ID'S. DURING
TIlE TEST, TIlEY WILL BE SWITCHING BETWEEN OMNIDIRECTIONAL AND DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA
PATIERNS, AS WELL AS POWERS OF 10 KW AND 50 KW. THERE IS A POSSIBILITY THAT THE TEST
MAY RUN LONGER. RECEPTION REPORTS MAY BB SENT TO: MR. M1KB MATHIEU - CHIEF ENGINEER.
(ARRANGED BY J.D. STEPHENS FOR lRCA CPC)

MONDAY. MARCH I. 1993 - KGWA-960, P.O. BOX 960. ENID, OK 73702 WILL CONDUCT A DX TEST FROM
3:00 -4:00 AM EST. TIlE TEST WILL INCLUDE MORSE CODE. TONES, VOICE ID'S AND MARCH MUSIC. TIlE
TEST WInCH RAN IN DECEMBER WAS CONDUCTED ON STANDBY EQUIPMENT AND MR. CLARK HAS
ASKED TO REPEAT TIlE TEST FOR TIlE BENBFIT OF DXERS. RECEPTION REPORTS MAYBE SENT TO: MR.
SCOTI CLARK (WA7UIB) - CHIEF ENGINEER. (ARRANGED BY J.D. STEPHENS FOR lRCA CPC)

MONDAY. MARCH 8, 1993 - KPCR-1530,P.O. BOX I, BOWLINGGREEN, MO 63334 WILL CONDUCTA DX
TEST FROM 1:00 -3:00 AM EST. TIlE TEST WILL INCLUDB MORSE CODE AND VARIOUS PROGRAMMING.
RECEPTION REPORTS MAY BB SENT TO: MR. J. PAUL SALOIS. GENERAL MANAGER. (ARRANGED BY J.D.
STEPHENS FOR lRCA CPC)

TUESDAY. MARCH 9.1993 - KTNS-I090, 40356 OAK PARK WAY, OAKHURST, CA 93644 WILL CONDUCT
A DX TEST FROM 3:00 . 4:00 AM EST. TIlE TEST WILL INCLUDE MORSE CODE AND AN UNSPECIFIED
SELECTION OF MUSIC. RECEPTION REPORTS MAY BE SENT TO: MR. LARRY GAMBLE - GENERAL
MANAGER. (ARRANGED BY J.D. STEPHENS FOR lRCA CPC)

MONDAY. MARCH 15, 1993 - KKAR-1I80, 1001 FARNHAM-ON-THE-MALL, OMAHA, NB 68102 WILL
CONDUCT A DX TEST FOR A IS MINUTE PERIODBBTWEEN 1:00 AND 1:30 AM EST. THE TEST W1LL INCLUDE
MORSE CODE AND POSSIBLY MARCH MUSIC. RECEPTION REPORTS MAY BB SENT TO: MR. ALLEN
SHERRn.L -CHIEF ENGINEER. (ARRANGED BY J.D. STEPHEN.S FOR lRCA CPC)

MONDAY. MARCH 15. 1993 . KWKY-1I50. P.O. BOX 662, DES MOINES, 1A 50303 wn.L CONDUCT A DX
TEST FROM 1:00 -1:30 AM EST. TIlE TEST WILL INCLUDE MORSE CODE, TONES, VOICE !D'S AND MARCH
MUSIC. RECEPTION REPORTS MAY BE SENT 1'0: MR, HOWARD KLING -CHIEF ENGINEER. (ARRANGED BY
J.D. STEPHENS FOR lRCA CPC)

WEDNESDAY. MARCH 24. 1993 - WSMl-lS40, P.O. BOX 10, LlTCHFlBLD, IT. 62056 WILL CONDUCT A DX
TEST BETWEEN 1:00 & 1:10 AM EST. THE TEST wn.L INCLUDE MORSE CODE, TONES, AND VOICE ID'S AND
WILL BE PART OF TIlE STATION'S MONTIn. Y FREQUENCY CHECK. RECEPTION REPORTS MAYBE SENT TO:
MR. BRIAN TALLEY (N90WV) . CHIEF ENGINEER. MR. TALLEY REQUESTS AN SASE BE INCLUDED
WITH ALL REPORTS. (ARRANGED BY J,D. STEPHENS FOR lRCA CPC)

The latest from the National Radio Club CPC!

WERK-990 8510 State Road 3. Muncie, IN 47302 will conduct a DX TEST
on Saturday Morning February 13. 1993 from 0400-0430 Eastern
Standard time. This test will consist of Polka music. voice and
morse code ID's. Our thanks and reception reports to Mr. Bill
Patterson Engineer. This testarrangedby the National Radio Club
CPC,

WKTX-830 c/o Engineering Dept. 178 North Mecca, Cortland Ohio 44410
wi II conduct a DX TEST on Monday Morning March 1. 1993 from
0100-0130 (possibly to 02001 Eastern Time, This test will consist
of Tones. March Music, Voice and Code ID's. Return postage is a
MUST for a verification and a SASE would be greatly appreciated.
Arranged by Jerry Starr for the National Radio Club CPC.

1,..
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Phil Byth_y, "05 IIary P, SeattleWJI. 98117

once again... I'", late....
Your Board of Director.he. voted upon the followingpropo.al. (in Dacamber 1992).

All propo.al.pa.aed. 15.2.1 confirma the convantionbid recaivadby the OCtobar 15th
daadlinafroll8 JohDJohD.onaDd Larry Codwin.fte IRCA convantion will ba heldJlma25-27
in Billing.M'l'... .aa CDD for datail.. 15.2.2 through11wara propo.ad by Phil
B3rtha...y. 'VarificationSigDar.' ba. ana.. editor (thara wara no other volUDtaer.),'OX
Racord.' ba. baan revived(thara wara no other .,olUDtaar.), all IRCA publicity i..ua.
.hould ba taken up withlIiltaSaDburD(tharewerano otherVO1UDtaer.).ftecomputar
BullatinBoard Rapra._tativa po.ition i. craatadaDdLyan Kollarmani. filling that po.t
(.habe. baan intarfacing with .,ariou. computar Bullatin Board. on IRa'. behalf for

quite tima now... thaDU LyaA). IRa continua. to a,.cblUlga with 'DX Au.tralia' ,
'IIZDXRL' aDd 'Arctic Radio Club', informationfrom the.a publication.frequentlyappaara
in BrucePortzar'.DXlIW-II col\lllll1. IRCA adda the 'wa'1'll' IUld 'llonitoring 'rima.' .,.chlU1ga.
(for IRCA -.otion. in their publication.). Any qua.tioDacontactme.

15.2.12 authorize.a By-Law. chaDga propo.al to ba .ubmittadto the IRCA lIamber.hipat
large thi. .pring which will chlUlga the club'. fraquancie. of intera.t fro", '520 to 1620
khz' to '510 to 1720 khz' in light of the All BIUld axplUl.ion. ftamembar.hipwillvoteon
tbi. during theganaralelectioninKarch...IUld would takaaffactafterKay 1 1993. fta
fraquancy rlUlga .ubmittad to the Board wa.the rlUlga tbat racai.,ad themo.tvote.in the
ad.,i.oryvote which takaD la.t ganaral alaction (1991).

In JIUlUary, Albart Lobal re.igDad a. BlectionCOIIIIdtteaChairmlUl...I - taking over the
po.t during tbe 1»»3 ganeral election. fta electionproce..i. proceedingon .chedula...
I am awaitingre.pon.a. from tbo.a that bava baeD nominatad for offica. A total of 20
paraon. wara nominatad for the 9 offica..

ona it- for future Board con.idarationi. IUloption for 'OX lIonitor'publication
.chadula... dropping the numbar of i..ua. to 22 (bi-waakly/monthly in r) and
doubling tba .iza of aach i..ue... which would allow Ralph (lUld the other editor.)to
bava every other waak off... thi. CIUl ba dona for the .- due. a. we'ra currantly
cbarging.

fta club continua.to ba debt free aDdi. currantlybuilding it'. 'deferredmambar.hip'
fund (to ba completa thi. r). Kambar.hip i. al.o increa.ing. Ralph he. a.tabliabad
a po.t OfUce Bo,. in River.ide for tba club wbich will ramain .table .bould Ralph decide
to move again.

I CaD ba contactadat the followingB-mail ID (via work) phil_bytbeway$atk.com.
18 (206) 356-3186 Attn: Phil Bytha...y. '." ...t of DXin 19931111 pb

Work FAX

A DXers TECHNICALGUIDE
Now in its 2nd edilion, this 120 page book answers questions on receiver and anlenna theory, how 10 make them work beuer,
what audio filters and loop antennas will do Coryoo (and hints on their construction), how 10 build a beverage and phasing unit.
and much more. Only $5.50 Cor mCA members. $6.50 Cornon-members (overseas airmail add $2.50). Order your copy loday
from: IRCA Bookstore, 9705 Mary Ave NW, Seaule WA 98117

'3

pllOl'OSALII SA lIB BH ASL PII RIf

15.2.1 Approve of 'Billing. M'l'1993 ConvaDtion bid T T T T T T
15.2.2 Confirm StephaD S Howe a. 'VerificationSigDer.'editor T Y T Y Y Y
15.2.3 Confirm LaODard Hyde a. 'OX Racord.' editor T y Y Y Y T
15.2." Confirm Kilta SaDburD a. 'Publicity ChairID8D' Y Y Y T T Y
15.2.5 creata 'Computar Bullatin Board Rapre.antativa' po.ition T T Y T T T
15.2.6 Confirm LyaA HollerID8D in the above po.ition Y Y Y Y Y Y
15.2.7 Ra-confirm bulletin a,.chlUlgawith 'DX Au.tralia' Y Y Y Y T Y
15.2.8 Ra-confirmbulletin e,.chlU1gawith 'IIZDXRL' T T T Y Y Y
15.2.9 Ra-confirm bulletin .,.chlU1gewith 'Arctic Radio Club' Y Y Y Y Y Y
15.2.10 Confirm bulletin '.,.chlU1ga'with '-'1'11' Y Y Y Y Y Y
15.2.11 Confirm bulletin '.,.chlU1ga'..ith'XOnitoring.'rima.' Y Y Y' Y Y Y
15.2.12 SUbllit fraqu_cia. of 1ntara.t chlU1gato _rahip vote Y Y Y Y Y Y

Your IRCA Board, SA -Sha- Axelrod, lIB - Kilta Harda.tiar, BH -Bill Hardy, ASL - Albart
S Lobal, II - Pat Kartin aDd !Of - Robart Wien. Y - ya. II- no A - ab.tain.



DX WORLDWIDE II
EDITOR: BRUCE PORTlER, 6546 19th Avenue N.E., Seattle, WA 98115

\{

Greetings and happy Valentine'sday, Wehave
quite a bit of In'ormatlon to report this time, CAMBODIA: V of the People of Cambodia

planned to move!rom;1 a to 740kHz 10/1:z.
Last time, I alkad about how the splitting of [Arctic] Privately owned radio & iV stns will
Czechoslovakia Into two countries will affact the begin operation in Phnom Penh lOon, most radio
stations there, My question was answered when' stnswlll beFM (DXA)
got the 1g;3 WRiri, which has .paratellstlngs
'or the two countrle.. Oddly enough, 1287 relays CHINA: The Mailing Address 'or Central
Racio Free Europe In both countrle.. 10 Ifyou People's Broadcasting Is: PO Box 4501, Belling
hear RFE there you don't know which Country 100aee China, rather than the one listed In
you've gotl Thera are .veral other Irequencles WRiri, (SW Echo)
with ouUets In both countrle.. 10 it look. like China Radio Int'l (ex-A Balling) has begun a new
some care may be n..dad In logging tham. _vice lor Hong Kong. and Macau Irom

2200-1700 UTC with 11 hours a day In EG, 4 In
Last time I allO mentioned a report In SCDX of an Chine., and 4 In Japane.e on 1503mw, and
'AM Radio Log 1;;3' pub/lthed In FInland. Olle 107,7FM (NoSW) (RJapan]
Aim In'orm. me that this book I. actually a Euro- + The Shanghai PBS reorganized It. MW sIn. on
pean printing of the NRC Log. '0 It'. probably not 10/215a. lollows: the comprehensive news SIn on
of much Interest over here...... ;;0, the market economy station on 1422, the

literature and art sIn on 11;7, the traffic Inlo sin
There have been some horror storie. circulating on 848, the lorelgn language education stn on
In shortwave circle. the.. day. about the Voice 12;15, and the Voice of Pullang on ;00, [Arctic]
01America not anlng Its mall, Including QSL
request., I stIlI haven't gotten a QSL lor an INDIA: AlA-10153has started broadcasts lor
October report on the Thalland-1 5715relay). Indian peacekeeping 'orcesln Shrl Lanka 1a
By some account., the VOA,. dlecerding hours/day, 200kw XI'I. located at Tutlcorln on
Incoming mall without even opening It. and In southern tip of India (Arctic)
mld-1 ;;1 had over 100,000 unanswered latter.
on hand. A report Irom the Government NEW ZEALAND: UCB Aadlo, Private Box
Accounting Office showed the VOAa. having 111111,Symonds St, Auckland 1035, Is proposed
reduced It. budget lor 'Incoming mall analysis' lor 15;3 beginning 4/1/;3 with the name Reo
'rom $217,000 to $115,000between 1gall and A!umotu In Polynesian langs, BBC relay on 1233
1;;11 I'm not sure whether to believe the.a has call sign 2XOR [NZDXL)
storie. qr not, but I'm not the only one I know of
with an un,answered VOA reception report, 10 It PHILIPPINES: DYOK-720 Iloilo new w/10kw,
would appear they are having at least a 'ew DYSA-1053 Iloilo has been off the air several
problem. in the mall department. However, year. but i. stili listed In WATH,DYAC-144;
according to SW Echo, poil8ib/e addre... lor Baybay not listed In WRTH, DYFR Puerto
reports Include Irene areene, Audience Mall, Prince.. now 7155ex-783, DYAF-1143 Bacolod Is
Voice of America, Wathington DC 201547,USA, new, DZFMManila now 1503ex-73a, Puerto
or John Vodenlk, at the VOABethany, OH relay Prlnce..-848 should be DWRM rather than
(PO Box 227, MalOn, OH 45040), DWPS, DYEZBacolod-684 ex-720, DXBN-7;2

Butuan Is new, DZEP-13;51. new !rom
Congratulation. to Pat Martin on the India varia. somewhere In Occidental Mlndoro,

TRANS PACIFIC
DWDW-1017.7 offlreq, DYWB-12e;.1 Bacolod
10kw, DYWA-147e Tacloban, Leyle,lsunlisted.
[Arctic]

AUSTRALIA: Rhema FM (Newcastle Christian
Broadcasters LId) plans to apply lor a long term

TRANS ATI.ANTICtempoorary license 'or one 0' the 'reqs vacated
by 2NX-1341 or 2K0-1413. [DXA]

ALBANIA: 108; Is now u.ed 'or local pgms,+ 3SR-12eO. 3GG-531, and 3B0-5 are/l after
midnight. 7LA relay. 2UW after midnight. [DXA) Radio Gjlrokastlr-1305 gave 10 w/the/ollowing
+ 3GI-828 converted to FM-100.712/5IDlng a. 'reqs: 121501oa; go; 884 6;3 & 145a .Kanalit dvt

'GI.FM', Regional Aadio will continue on a28 experlmentall' al1 1500[Arctic)
until4/113;then the AMwillcarry RadioNational
programs and change call. to 3RN. [DXA)



"
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BULGARIA: partial list of local/regional pgms: actlVltie" thandisposingof Radio 1 or Radio2-
PIOIIdiv-04Soeoo-OGOO,StaraZagora-S72 The sale will Involve 27 main xrs. [BOXCJ
01100-01100,Shumen-GlI3 0700-1 000, Varna-774 + Launch date forRadio N_s NetWorkonLWis
oeOO-1000 (others are at time. not audible in N 4/S/ril2, The BBC has said that Radio 4 will not
America, bp). [OSWClllia Arctic) leave LW until FMcOll8ragehe. bean improved.

[BOXC)
CROATIA: Croatian Radio I. audible in Europe + BSC Scotland he. dramatically cut the number
on 11215/1134 kHz, and on Shortwave 11210 of hour. carried by its local stations. Local
0400-2000 Daytime ril830 oeOO-1700Afternoon.. operation. will cea.. for Radio. Orkney,
[OX Partyllne}Hrvatska Radio u.e'1134 Sri14 Shetland, Highland.. Aberdeen, Tweed and
(Osijeo) 774(Spllt) & 112S(Oeenovec), [Arctic] Solway. [SOXC)

+ More BBC local radio station. are carrying the
CZECHOSLOVAKIA (form..): R Frea WorldService overnightas a IUstainlng
Europe has Czech &Slovak 0400-0700 on 12S7 programme: Radio CleveJand, Radio Cumbria,
& 14815.[Arctic] 1521 isnow24 hr 1I10rilS SSC GMR(Greater Manchester Radio),Radio
SLovak Radio [O1leAim] Humbertide, Radio Lancashire, Radio Laeds,

Radio Merseyslde, RadioNewcastle, Radio
ITALY: Bologna.1 ogs has closed (MWN ] Sheffield,Radio Y9tk[RayWoodward, SWEcho)

JORDAN: RJordan-slIs has EE at 0300 10Ing
a. 'RJFM'. [OSWCIvia Arctic]

I.ATIN AMERICA
LUXEMBOURG: Country Nltea1440 plana to
hire airtime on the Rn.. xr during European BONAIRE: Tran. world Radiowill cn.. SW
8\/enlngs and nights. Aa the name suggest.. broadcast. 7/1/ri13due to listenership &econo-
Country &Western mx will be aired wlEE OJs mlcs. 1WRny. SW broadcasts have been
[OSWClllia Arctic] carried by the programmers paying for medium

NETHERLANDS: AadloOne,then- and
wave. They've received shortwave In addition to
the medlumwave broadcasts, On July 1st 1WA Is

information station is now 24hrson 12n- FM launching a satellite netWork of AM-FM stations
stereo xrs, 747 F18Vo1and,and 12151Hultberg. In Latin America. MW on 800 kHz will continue
[SW Echo) WIthreduced operetlnghours.[Variou.]

POLAND: N_xr on 1131Pgrn 4 at L6dz or COLOMBIA: ColombIa he. bean on UTC-4
Warsaw. Private Aadlo &'TVhe. been legalized tince 4/ri12[Arctic)ANetherlands programs will
after 3 years of debate, (Arctic] nowbeairedonCaracolandACN. RCNwill air

A Netherlands nx, Caracol will carry cultural and
PORTUGAL: AOP Aadlo Comercial will be feature pgms. Both also carry VOA pgm.. and
privatized. [Arctic] Caracol hasanexclUs/VIIarrangement totransmit

SBC satellite programming In Colombia. [BOXCj
SENEGAL: OATSfreClSper recent QSL: HJTU-13eO A Oeportes ex A Ae/ol. HJQT.1580
Zlgulnchor-1222,Kaolack-1288, St Loui"1 387, now24hrs.HJKLnowon1000-0400,
and Tambacounda-1 1103[eXclusive via Arctic] HJBN-1 010 A Gal eras ex LV de Galeras now on

1030-0100, HJFIW-1140 now 0800-0300. [Arctic)
SPAIN: A Popular de Granada now on riIOQ,A
Clute stili on rilgo,Radio 51n Granada now on GUATEMALA: Radio 5-50 ex Conga AM, 550
1017 (ex-1 008), A Popular de Almeria ex-1224 kHz, Guatemala City, not listed in 93 WATH.
n_lreq unknown, Radio 5 In Bilbao now G311 Radio Ciro's-850 ex RAanchera. Radio Cadena
eX-1478. [Play OX] 10-rilOexRMil Noventa-1OrilO,Radio Reloj'1150
The most powerful ANE-1 transmitters are ex R Fiest.. R ExcluSlva-1 270 ex Saturno AM.
running on reduced power to save money. R5 in [Arctic]
Malage now on 1152. SERR Lugo noted on 1287
SInceSept,SEARLe6n-1341ex 1485, Radio PANAMA: HOF32-lIeo Super Z Stereo, Oallid,
5-578 Barcelona has n- 50kw xr, RNE R5 ex R Rumbo.. HOK85-ril30MI Preterlda Stereo
Zaragoza-931! ex-1413, Aadio SER Lerlda-1287 correct name [Arctic]
ex-938, RNE Radio 11-1314Salamanca-1314 ex
1413. [Arctic) PERU: According to the newspaper Oiario EI

Comerclo. In mld-19ri12the government tOOk
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES: UAE action against the many illegal !itations operating
Radio-1478ex-14S1 [MWN) in the country. The eQuipmentlor 10 unlicensed

stations was confiscated. Most were FM but
UNITED KINGDOM: There is a proposal to some were AM. [ArCtic]
privatize the BBC 'TV8. radio xrs. The saie. likely
to occur In 1grileis consIdered a less painful
alternative to 'reducing the scope of the BBC's



b

VENEZUELA: YVQA-eeOAContinente !ltatlons. Aadlo tratlic reports are bvery popular In
Cumana on 1000-0500, YVKS-750 A Caras ex this country of traffic-lammed citie.. And youth
Caracas, ACardenal-14201000-O400, Aadio make UDa Slgntficant proportion of radio
Aumba eeo 24 hr, YVTJ-1350 A Falc6n ex A listeners. The AM Slation of International
Aumba 1330 (sic), YVOY-54001100-0400, Community Aadio Taipei QCAT),Taiwan's only
YVMJ-560 0845-0400, YVNO-620 YVMH-700 EngHSh-language station, attraCts half of the
01100-0400, YVNC-740 01100-0500, YVMO-lloo youth radio market, 'Green Apple Garden,'

hr, YVMX-l020 24hr, YVMA-1070 24 hr, produced by Taipei's China Youth Broadcasting
YVMF-1120 24hr, YVNJ-11 eo 01130-0400, Station, IS perhaps the most popular SIngle
YVZO-1220 0IlOO-0400, YVML.-12501000-0400, program among youth, The program's mu8c and
YVTV-1330 01130-0400, YVi1-13eO 1000-0400, discussion format aimed at teens discusses 'the
YVZC-1311O1000-0200, YVNZ-1420 0600-0400, things that listeners want to know about most but
YVZQ-1450 1000-0400, YVAP-141101000-0400, can't talk about everyWhere, For example, the
YVXO-1550 1000-0400, YVYO-158O1000-0300, exPerience of receiving a love letter,' according
[Arctic/TAN) to one of the shOWs co-host..

What changes are in store for the future?
Aeligious programming has Increased on

Taiwan Radio Poised for Change televiSIon and expected to Incre..e on radio,
Some expect to see more multilingual

This year will witnesa the biggest change in programming, as is common in Hong Kong or
Taiwan radio in more than thirty years When Japan: 'On tho.. stations, news, weather and
Taipei lifts a freeze, imposed in 111511,on issuing Inteivlews are in the native language, but English
radio station license.. Moreover, la- that language and english music are used as a kind
regulate radio and teJviSIon are in the proce.. of offashioriableaddition.lt...hasthlship.

being liberalized. The laws will no longer limit fashionable 8OUnd,(On Multilingual Taiwan
the use of non-Mandarin dai Iaeets or require a 5Iations) you'll hear Engflsh, but will understand
chunk of time to be devoted to governmental and everything that is being said beoause it's aU in
educational programming, Chine.,' according to a host of ICArslongest

running n-s program.

At stake, many believe, are the livelihoods of the
33 stations. knowna. the 'million-year stations,' 'One thing is predictable,' says Li Chioheng.
that have existed in a vacuum of competition fQr director of the domestic department at BCC.

the past thr.. decades. Not only WIllthe 'Most newcomers will quickly want to popularize
airwaves be flooded with a myriad of new their stations by uSIng the Taiwane.. dialect.'
stations, but n- stations WIllprobably specialize Even now, non-Mandarin programs are on the
and target specific audlenoe.. The changes most increasa In Miacli and Hlinchu, where there is

likely will revitalize Taiwan's radio industry, a large Hakka population, Hakka programs are
popular. But Taiwane.. programs attract the

Most agree that Taiwan's aIrwaves are inundated most sponsors and the biggest audience.. One

with poorly-produced programs that don't suit BCC executive commented, 'I'm sure the

Increasingly-sophisticated Taiwanese listeners. increase of dialeCt stions will atleCt society but
Listener surveys, a staple of the American radio - will have to wiat a long time to see what the

producer's diet, are conSIdered both exPenSIve effeCts will be,'
and irrelevant to the business of radio in Taiwan--
the Broadcasting Corporation of China (BCC) Liberalization is not limited to radio. General

last conducted a listener survey nearly ten year. manager of Taiwan Broadcasting Company
ago. 'Most embarraSSIng is that many radio prediCts that 'There will be new TVstations and

n_. reporters are Slill reading their reports from cable TV.which will make radio Ie. significant.'

n_spapers,' says one industry expert. Many will be watching. and listening. to see how
radio in Taiwan fares.

Stations are nOt concerned WIththeir audiences
because 80-110%of the" programming is (excerpted by Jack Horner and Gaelle A. Snell
contracted to private producers Who in turn are from 'Free China AeVlewOct 112In the

reapen..ble for selling adverbling. With a 'November 112'Chine Information Bulletin' , via

greater number of advertisers than spaoes Bruoe MacGibbon, SW Eoho)

avaHiscle, private producers don't need to worry
about how many people aCtUally IISlen to their

SOURCES: S_den Calling OXers(SCOX), OXprograms.
Australia (OXA), British OX Club (BDXC), ArCtio

Neverthele.. radio in Taiwan does have many OX Club. Others as nOted.

listeners. Radio dramas. which have iargelY
asacpeared from radio stations in the US, attract
a solid audience on Talwan'spublic radio



OX. WORLDWIDE
EAST

EDITOR'JIM HAU

3176 CHELTENHAMCOURT
GIBSONIA, PA 15044-8435 USA

Just a couple items to pass along this week. Thanks to Bill and Carl
for the Pan American loggings.

!.il!!.-il!H!U£~!i~ ! !

CUBA Sancti Spiritus CMOG 0747 1/18 pips of R. Reloj, fr-pr uIWPEN.
(Townshend-DC)
CUBA Sanctl Spiritus CMGL 0138 1/18 ranchera mx, fr In WOGLfadeout.
(Townshend-DC)
GUATEHALATGVEGuatemala City 0200 "Atenclon pastores, La VozEvangellca
de Guatemala " POORw/250 kWXERF nulled. 0158-0220 1/14. this was
the classic situation for a phasing unit! (Huffaker-MEXICO)

Carl mentioned In the mark-up that the call on the Guatemalan was not heard
and was taken from an old list. Carl, I also have TGVEas current. ed

950

1210

1570

CREDITS:

(Townshend-DC)

(Huffaker-MEXICO)

WIDIam P. Townshend, 4500 Connecticut Avenue NW#901, Washington
D.C. 20008-4326

(Rx: Sony ICF-2010)
Carl Huffaker, Oomocll 10 Conocldo, Huasca de Ocampo, Hidalgo

C.p.43500 MEXICO

".'. .



WESTERN
DX

ROUNDUP

Nancy Hardy
2301 Pacific Ave.
Aberdeen, WA 98520

DEADLINE FOR WDXR TIPS IS MONDAY. PLEASE USE EASTERN TIME.
ANNIVERSARY ISSUE DEADLINE: MONDAY, MARCH 1.-----------------------------------------------------------------------
REPORTERS FOR THIS ISSUE:

(GJ) Gary Jackson-7735-Center Pkwy.-Sacramento, CA 95823
FRG-880, Dymek DA5

(GL) Gary Larson-2806 Lincoln-Burbank, CA 91504
(PM) Patrick Martin-P.O. Box 843-Seaside, OR 97138

Drake R8, SP-600-JXI7 , 1500' term. east Beverage, 1600'
term. NNW Beverage, 200' term. SWiNE wire, 1500' ground
radial system

(NP) Nigel Pimblett-1146 Queen Street-Medicine Hat, AB TIA IB4
NPI - Kenwood R-5000 with 1000 strand of barbed wire at 270

degrees
NP2 - Kenwood R-5000 with 4' loop

(bp) Bruce Portzer-6546 19th Ave. NE-Seattle, WA 98115
Racal RA-17, FRG-7, Kiwa loop

(bp-WAl) Driving from Seattle to Clallam Bay, WA & back with
1984 Ford car radio

(MS) Mike Sanburn-P.O. Box 1256-Bellflower, CA 90707

GE Superadio II
(RW) Robert Wien-1309 Dentwood Dr.-San Jose, CA 95118

GE Superadio, GE long-range portable, SM-2
*****.**.**** *..*****.***..****................................

OF SPECIAL INTEREST
540 KOJY CA, Costa Mesa 1/17 1658 new call letters, ex-KJQI/KKJZ/

KKGO/KSHO. At first they were still simulcasting KKGO-FM,
but by the end of January they were playing standards //
KJQI-1260. (MS-CA) (Note 1/17 call change date.--NH)

*

530 WNYZ255~, Ritzville 1/31 0420 tape loop with man talking about
Ritzville. A new one for me, although I had been hoping
for CIAO. (NPI-AB) .

660 KGDP ~, Orcutt-San Luis Obispo 1/25 0200 loud out at s/off
through KTNN. (MS-CA)

730 KRVC QR, Medford my unID of 1/18/93 with relig. format is KRVC.
I picked it up 2/1 0900-1100 with religious network program
called "K-Love." Listed many station on network and gave
BOO number. I called 800 number and announcer stated I was
picking it up from Medford, OR! (GJ-CA)

840 KWPN ~, West Point 1/30 1025 "AM 840 Birthday and Anniversary
Announcements," ID, "Coaches Corner at 1030." (NPI-AB)

860 KTRB ~, Modesto 1/30 1037 "Radio Classified" program under
CBKF2. (NPI-AB)

900 KBIF CA, Fresno 1/25 0359 atop XEW with spots, ID's, sports,
"900 KBIF Fresno," and Unistar Radio news. They're AN now,
apparently. Ex-Spanish & religion. Also heard 1/11 after
KGRB went off. (MS-CA)

910 KKSN ~, Vancouver 1/31 0345 weather, ID as "Sunny 910." (NPl)
1010 KBIS AR,Little Rock 2/3 fair o/u KIQI with Talknet, 0420 "KBIS

1010" ID. This is pretty regular these days. (PM-OR)
1090 KLWJ OR, Umatilla 2/1 1000 weak in local KING null with legal ID

and news. (bp-WA)
1140 *KRAK.~, Sacramento 2/1 0457 off briefly with OC, TT, back on RS

at 0502. (RW~CA)
1180 KYET AZ, Williams 2/1 0855, 0917 good over KERI in precarious

KLOK-1170 null, still fairly heavy splash. Kate Smith's
"God Bless America," "Quiet" ID, faded under KERI, back up

~



1610

at 0917 with promo for auction in Flagstaff. Call change,
ex-KDAN, last logged in 1978! (RW-CA)

1210 KQTL ~, Sahuarita 1/15 1005 dominating 1210 with Spanish
programming. (MS-CA)

1230 KTRF ~, Thief River Falls 1/31 0406 local weather, ca11sign
jingle. (NP1-AB)

KSJK OR, Talent 2/4 2000 briefly atop with NPR "All Things
Considered," while near Port Angeles. (bp-WA1)

KLCB HI, Libby 1/30 0959 C&W music, ID on the hour, into ABC
news. (NP1-AB)

1250 ?KHOT? CA, Madera 2/4 2140 Spanish all alone while near Port
Townsend, blown away when KKFX came back on 2144. KHOT is

the unly Spanish I know of that would make sense. (bp-WA1)
1260 KICN lQ. Idaho Falls 2/2 0950 dominant with SE Idaho weather,

local ad, CNN sports, "You're listening to CNN Headline
News on AM 690 and 1260." (bp-WA)

?KWEI? lQ, Weiser 2/5 0945 Spanish looping east o/u KECN. Only
station I can think of that fits. (bp-WA)

KLYC OR, McMinnevi1le 2/5 0955 good with ID & oldies. (bp-WA)
KPOW WY, Powell 2/2 0935 good with Paul Harvey, local ads, ID.

(bp-WA)
1310 KARY !A, Prosser 2/4 1115 good on late skip o/u unID MOR with

community calendar "Carry Country 13-10" slogan, while near
Joyce, WA. (bp-WA1) .

1320 CHQM BC, Vancouver 2/4 0830 assumed the one with Chinese program
strong while at Edmonds ferry dock. Interesting, since
competitor CJVB-1470 has Chinese program all night. CHQM
back to usual adult standards at 0910 recheck. (bp-WA1)

1370 KPCO CA, Quincy 2/1 1050 thought I had KWNC Quincy, WA, way down

in mess. Heard unID ad mention "...in downtown Quincy,"
but turned out to be this. At my present rate, I'll hear
it shortly! (RW-CA)

KAST QR, Astoria 2/1 1105 still coming in amazingly this late
very weak with ID, 50 minutes after San Jose LSR. (RW-CA)

KFIR OR, Sweet Home 2/1 lOll, 1048 my #3 most wanted Oregon

station finally heard briefly over mess of KXTL/KAST/KPCO/
KSOP/KGEN with ID "...this afternoon, on AM 1370, KFIR,"

faded out, back up at 1048 with ID "...on AM 1370, KFIR
Sweet Home." New, my 3rd new station in 4 weeks since KEEN
has vacated this frequency! (RW-CA)

1400 KSPT ID, Sandpoint 1/30 1005 local ads, ID as "Sandpoint Radio,
AM 1400." (NP1-AB)

1440 KODL QR, The Da1les 1/30 1013 ad for Toyota dealer, nonID:
"You're tuned to the #1 choice for the big country hits."
(NP1-AB)

1550 KRGQ gr, West Valley City 2/4 1128 Spanish program with erratic
signal on late skip, apparent ID 1131 yielded "...kilowatts
de potencia (garbled) Utahhhh (garbled) West Valley
City..." then lost in ignition noise. Not heard on earlier
bandscans & 1200 recheck produced only KKHI/KNTR. KRGO has
been reported as C&W // FM lately, but it looks like
they're breaking out some of the AM time for Spanish
programming. (bp-WA1)

!I, Paducah 2/3 0409 ufo KNZR with AM only ID. (PM-OR)
!2, Great Band 2/3 0400 ID going into news. (PM-OR)
!y, Sun Valley 2/4 1020 "Country 104.5, Reno-Carson City"
weather, C&W music in odd 3-way battle with KLIV & KZOK.
One of the 3 would be local-like for a couple minutes, then

would disappear and. one of the others would pop up. Heard
while driving between Sequim & Port Angeles. (bp-WA1)
CA, probably CALTRANS weakly here 2/1 0700. Heard male
announcer, mention 1-5 and what sounded like Cajon Pass,

but lost rest of it! Very weak. (GJ-CA)
(TIS) CA, Sacramento TIS I reported in January on 1610 has been

off the air for almost two weeks even during last storm!
(GJ-CA)

WPAD
KVGB
KHIT

1560
1590

TIS

q



DX TESTS
600 (WMT) l!. Cedar Rapids 1/31 0100-0200 DX test tried. not heard.

(MS-CA)
+1/31 not heard at all 0100-0200. (GJ-CA)

660 ?KEYZ? ND. Williston 1/25 0130-0200 possible TT under KTNN. just
too weak to tell. (MS-CA) .

780 KAZM AZ. Sedona 1/25 0200-0300 test heard well. through fade
KROW. Ran for full hour with tones and march music. Heard
a caller named Jim listening in Memphis, TN! (MS-CA)

+1/25 0208 heard voice ID, mention of test for IRCA, using
5000 watts, then tones, before being lost under KROW. A
new one. (NP2-AB)

920 KDES £a. Palm Springs 1/11 0400-0430 heard early over KORK with
many code IDs and voice too. Many oldies songs including
Elvis and Everly Brothers. (MS-CA)

950 ?KXTQ?!X. Lubbock 1/18 0230-0300 after XEPB signed off at about 5
minutes before the hour, I thought I heard them with
Spanish talk & music. Sounded like regular scheduled
programming. Unneeded here. (MS-CA)

1150 KCKY ~, Coolidge 1/11 0430-0500 great test. logged in tight
KIIS null. A most wanted for 20 years! First 20 minutes
was with 1kY--1ast 10 with 5kw. Code IDs, C&W music.
Taped conclusion which mentioned IRCA. Fast verie. (MS)

1180 KOFI HI. Ka1ispe11 2/1 heard IRCA test from 0459, ID ment. IRCA,
Morse code ID's. Ta1knet with Bruce Williams. Good. QRM
from unID Spanish (Radio Naciona1). Unneeded--KOFI is a
regular here. even during the day in the winter.
Conditions not too good to the east. (PM~OR)

{KOFI)+2/1 0400-0500 probably came in good. but I fell asleep
trying to stay up! sorry these 10 hour shifts & pruning 40
rose bushes Sunday did me in and I fell asleep! Oh well.
(GJ-CA)
+2/1 0447 tried, not heard. too much KLOK-1170 splash,
unneeded anyway. (RW-CA)

1420 (WOC) l!, Davenport 1/18 0215-0230 DX test tried, not heard. (MS)

LOCAL NEWS
1250 KKFX

1260

UNID
1410

\0

KJQI

~, Seattle is operating with erratic schedule lately.
Noted off 2/2, 2/3, 2/4 0930-1030+, 2/2 2000-2100+ (but on
at 2200 recheck). Was on 2/3 when checked at 1515 & 2030,
and after s/on 1000 2/5. Also 2/4 noted off until 2144
when they came on with usual urban contemp. music, no
announcements until 2159 when they had elaborate ID/promo
patterned after the opening to the old "Twilight Zone" TV
series with slogan "K-Jam," then legal ID. After the next
song DJ said "Isn't it strange how until K-Jam comes on
it's like the radio wasn't on at all?" (Their evening time
is brokered out to a group which ID's as K-Jam except for
legal ID's). Called station & was told they're having
transmitter problems, which is believable because audio on
daytime transmitter sounds awful (nighttime transmitter is
on the other side of town & sounds better). Station has
financial problems which may also explain why they're off
SO much. (bp-WA)
CA, San Fernando 1/30 1600 noted back on the air with these
new call letters (ex-KGIL), simulcasting KOJY-540 with NOS
music. Had been silent almost a month. (MS-CA)

+2/1 0200 s/on of new adult standards format. Chuck
Southcott mornings, Wink Martindale 10-3, and Gary Owens
3-7. Originates in West Los Angeles at KKGO-FM. Most of
time 1/29-1/31 ran Nat King Cole songs. Chuck Southcott is
PD. Address Box 250028, Los Angeles, CA 90025. Simulcasts
with KOJY-540. (GL-CA)

2/3 unID talk station. Promo at 0440 tagged "Saturday mornings
on 14-10 AM" (KQAM?). Too much CFUN QRM, on eastern Beverage.
( PM-OR)



f!:j' Central DXRoundup*PRODIGY
MPNN49A

John C.Johnson

919 Neptune 5oulevard
~lIlin9f).Montana 59105-2129

FORTHERECORD
REPORTALLTIMESAs EASTERN. DEADLINES: MAIL: SATURDAYS.PRODIGY:SUNDAYS.

ANNIVERSARYISSUECDXRDEADLINEIsFE6RUARY27TH.

FAX REPORTSACCErTED.406-259-9210. CoNTACTEDITORFORTIMETo SEND.

RIDING GAIN

[SA-MB] =Shawn Axelrod, 30 Becontree Bay, Winnipeg, Manitoba R2N 2X9
lcom IC-R70 with PLAM board and 4kHz filter, 4-foot box loop, 100' wire.

[CD-OK) =Carl DeWhitt, 501 Glendale, Ponca City, OK 74601
Kenwood TS680-S, 134' wire, Grove mini-tuner. Sony ICF-65OOW.

[TMJ-Il] = Tom Jasinski, 419 North Raven, Shorewood, Illinois 60435-9640
FRG-7 with Quantum loop, R390A with 2~ foot loop, Sharp QT50.

[JJR-WI] = John J. Rieger, 801 Sherman Avenue, South Milwaukee, WI 53172
Panasonic RF2200, R1000, IC-R70 with Kowalski loop.

DOWNTHEDIAL
720 KSAH TX, Universal City. 1/26 fair at best. 1844-1900 with Mexican music. S5 ID "Radio

Festival" and EE SID "KSAH Universal City, San Antonio." Spot for a record store.
Signal drop after 1900. New for me. [CD-OK]

730 KKDA TX, Grand Prairie. 117fair. 2037-2100 with R&B music, TC, gave phone number
for concert info after a concert promo. Spot for Kroger Total Value Service. [CD-QK]

740 KTRH TX, Houston. 117 poor ulKRMG. 1853-1855 with "News Radio 7-40 KTRH" IDs.
Mentioned a KTRH Sports Sponsor, AAA Auto. [CD-OK]

1260 KWYR 212, Winner. 1/23 good. 0835 with weather for SD & NE. TC, local sports, ID
"Country 12-60." [SA-MB]

1320 CJMR m:!, Mississauga. 1/25 wey olothers then fade out, 0621 with AdCon music. "AM
13-20 CJMR" slogans. last heard on 1190. [JJR-WI]

1330 KRDQ ND, Wishek. 1/23 good o/KNOW. 0845 with C&W, local spots. "KRDQ Wishek" ID.
[SA-MB]

1360 WZPQ Al, Jasper. 1/20 poor in mess. 1828 fade in and out, "...on WZPQ" also gave 800
number. [JJR-WI]

1380 WlZO lli Franklin. 1/20 Poor in mess, oIWMEE. 1818 with oldies. [JJR-WI]
1430 KEES TX, Gladewater. 1/18 poor to fair in jumble. 1958-2007 with Rush Limbaugh

Morning Update promo. Child Care spot, ID "Keys Talk Radio" and mention of
longview and Tyler. [CD-OK]

1460 CJMH AB, Medicine Hat. 1/24 good. 0845 with Ell music \\CBR-1010. [SA-MB]
1530 KCLR TX, Ralls. 1/17 poor to fair. 0854-0904 with SS, Latin pops. Spot with phone

number. EE ID and "Radio Rodriques" SS IDs. 0900 religious program. New for
me. [CD-OK]

600 WMT
DXTESTS

~, Cedar Rapids. 1131 NRC DX Test good to fair. 0100-0200. Voice and code
IDs, TT. Mentioned their first DX test ever. A very well organized and run test.
Good with N-D pattern during first half of test and fair during 3-tower directional for
second half of test. They mentioned getting calls from all over the US. [TMJ-Il]

"



CDXR Continues....

660 KEYZ MQ. Williston. 1/25 DX Test good. 0148 with C&W, 0150 code ID "KEYZ" repeated
then Williston. C&W continued. 0155 code IDs. [SA-MB]

780 KAZM 8Z, Sedona. 1/25 DX Test fair ulWBBM. 0200 with March music, 0203 and 0213
TT. New for me. [SA-MB]

1150 KCKY f::Z, Coolidge. 1/11 DX Test weak uIKSAL 0432..()436. Partial voice ID then code
IDs. "TEST DE KCKY KCKY KCKY COOLIDGE ARIZ" Not needed. [CD-OK]

1180(KOFI) ML Kalispell. 2/1 DXTest not heard here. 0400-{)5OO f!othing recognizable under
R. Tiano, another unlD Latian, and WHAM. Was hoping for a good log on never
heard before KOF!. [TMJ-IL]

1590 WARV B1 Warwick. 1/25 DX Test very poor in mess with many stations including WAKR,
KZOK, KCNN, unlD, S5. 0340 with code ID. New for me, RI#1 for State #46!
[SA-MB]

unlD5
1050 unlD 1n. 2329-2333. Stationwith NewMexico State vs UCSB basketball "...on the

Aggies Sports Network." Spotfor Genesis Fitness Center in Las Cruces. Possible
ID as "KMEA", I don't have a current listing. Any ideas? [CK-OK]
{Carl, this is probablyKMBALos Ranchosde Albuquerque. Address is 1820
San Pedro Drive NE #1, Albuquerque, NM 87110. John.)

1500 unlD 1/30. 0645"{)7oo. Station with Greek language programwithmusic. LoopEW.
Might be WFIF Milford,CT. Signal was strong for last 5 minutes, but buried by slop
from local WHHN-1510 at their 0700 sign on. No sign of this on 1/31. [TMJ-IL]

25 YEARS AGO
February 24, 1968 issue of IRCA'sOX Honitor Rick Evans ofGary, IN told
about his new HQ-I00ac receiver Harvin Garber of lincoln, NE had KaRL
booming in on HM2/5 Bruce Kirkpatrick of Topeka, KS commented the new
house he was looking at was a goqd OX 10cation Kenneth Dunn of Windsor, ON
now had 30 states verified.

OPEN MIKE
Oncea can of WOrtT1515opened,the onlywayto recan them 15ina I1lggercan. AI1lgCDXRwelcometo Carl
DeWhitt. Carl, keep U5 p05ted on DXIn your areal Congrad5 to Shawn on adding 5tate #46. BILLINGS
'9:3 7:3.John. .

mCA 1993 CONVENTION UPDATE

GO""
tIIll
Q1/111/~
.:::.

The 1993 IRCA Convention will he held in Billings, Montana on lune 25, 26, and 27th.
Friday night's activities will include a quiz followed by a slide presentation of radio and
TV stations. Later you will have your choice of going on a DX'pedition with Larry or join
10hn on a private tour of KTVQ channel 2 to watch the production of the 10:00 PM news
program Seeyou in Billings! 73, 10hn & Larry.

IRCA Foreign Logs
The \RCA hIS published nine volwncs of the IRCA Foreip 101. Each volwne containslCverai hWKlredactual tips that were
reponed to the DXWW sections during an entire year. compiled and retyped in a book formaL In addition, special features
include: articles on foreign DXing (volumes 6. 7 and 8). utility lists (volwnes 7 and 8), shortWave parallels (volume 8) and
BCB propagation (volwnes 6, 7 and 8). The IRCA Bookstore still has volumes 3. 4, 6. 7 and 8 of the IRCA Foreign Log
available for $2.50 each (ovcncas ainnIiJ add $2.S0Ibook). Order your copy today from: IRCA Bookstore, 9705 Mary Ave
NW.Seattle WA 98117

A DXers TECHNICAL GUIDE
Now in its 2nd edition. this 120page book answers questions on receiver and antennatbeory, bow 10make them work beller,
what audio filters and loop an1ennaswill do for you (and hints on their consuuction), how to build a beverage and phasing unit,
and much more. Only $5.50 for \RCA members. $6.50 for non-members (overseas airmail add $2.50)~ Order your copy today
from: IRCA Bookstore, 9705 Mary Ave NW. Seattle WA 98117

IRCA Stationery
Red and black masthead with the \RCA logo and name. Great for using when writing for verifications. 100 sheets. $5.00.
Order yours today from: IRCA Bookstore. 9705 Mary Ave NW, Seattle WA 98117

\"



------------------------------------
EDXR EASTERN DX ROUNDUP

Leona~d Hyde - 1805 Whipple Dr *a5 - Blacksbu~g VA

EDXR
a4050-a435------------------------------------

* THE REPORTERS *
(DB) DAVE BRAUN-Wyoming DE

(MH) MIKE HARDESTER-Jacksonville NC

ICOM R-70, Radio West aa" f"e~~ite loop

(LH) LYNN HOLLERMAN-Huntsville AL

DX 440, 70' longwi~e

(JD) J.D. STEPHENS-Huntsville AL

Panasonic RF-a500,' Sony ICF aO01, seve~al longwi~es

(WPT) WILLIAM P. TOWNSHEND-Washington DC
Sony ICF-aOl0

(ed) The edito~ at home with R-39a/URR, modif"ied Philco-Fo~d ca~
radio, DX-440, a' boN loop, Autek aF-l

* OF
560

770

SPECIAL INTEREST *

WEAl PA, PHILADELPHIA l1a7 still WEAZ, no call change. ID as:
"WEAZ, Phi liidelphia' s "WISH," Ste~eo 560. <DB)

WVNN AL, ATHENS 1/31 Oa37-0305 w/st~ange prgming. WABC easily
nulled, & ii C&W stn noted w/p~omo fo~ "The New 93 CouYltry"
"93 Light" and ment of "93.3." Promo fo~ a Alan Jackson

concert coming up in Huntsville, and fo~ listeners to get
thei~ tickets. At Oa49:30 the stn went to open ai~ in the
middle of a ~eco~d, and then ~eturned at 0250 with the Jim
Bohar,non Show! ID at 0259:55: "Lock in you~ ~adio dial to
AM 7-70: We'~e the tiilk of the Valley-WVNN-Athens, Hunts-

ville, Decatu~." Into Mutual nK, and back to Bohannon afte~
the news. Ove~all, a good signal w/WABC nulled, and an ever
p~esent SS stn (p~ob Cuba.) (MH)
(Mike, I'd say that they'd been simulcasting thei~ FM, and

you caught them Just as they changed back to ~eg p~gming.
The few times they've made it in here, it has been w/NX-TX
fo~mat. Do ou~ two Huntsville membe~s have a comment? -ed)

* THE REPORT *

590 WKZO MI, KALAMAZOO 1/15 0710 st~ong wInK, tK, local spots.
F~equent "WKZO Newst ime" TCs. (JD)

500 WREC TN, MEMPHIS 1/26 1842 spo~ts tK, ments of Memohis. (LH)

520 WSUN FL, ST. PETERSBURG 1/26 1837 "...on you~ talk ~adio, 5aO

WSUN" then Big lost in mess. (LH)

590 KGGF KS, COFFEYVILLE 1/252133 ID, back to bsktball game. Fai~
signal. Not hea~d since 1988. (LH)

WPDa FL, JACKSONVILLE 1/252134 ID, into call in show (Action
Auction.) Fai~ sig w/aRM. aSLd as WAPE. (LH)

730 WFMW KY, MADISONVILLE 1/7 1845 f"ai~ MiKing wlunID C&W stn. WK.
soot fo~ Conway Twitty/Cha~lie Daniels Band conce~t. F~e-
quent 730 WFMW" IDs. C&W mK fo~Mat. (JD)

& 2/12010 in b~iefly wlspot fo~ some business in Bowling
G~een. Lost to WFMC-NC. New. (ed)

790 WaXI GA, ATLANTA 2/1 1740 good w/wK, MOR standa~ds. "You'~e
listening to the ??? (willowy?) station: AM 790 waXI. Into
"Yeste~day." (ed)

(cc"jld someone cla~if"y the "willowy" (???) ~efe~ence? -ed)

850 WYDE AL, BIRMINGHAM 2/1 1750 inlout wlRO MK. IDs as "Wide 8S."
Not hea~d he~e since fo~mat change f~om EZL. (ed)

BaO KGHT AR. SHERIDAN 1/25 1759 C&W MK. JK ending w/"KGHT-She~idan
Little Rock." Fai~ signal. (LH)

920 KARN AR, LITTLE ROCK 1/251aOl-laOS CBS YlK. PIP P~iYlting ad.

IJ



ad for Hotel Vac, more me. "We give you news 24 hrs a day:
Newsradio 920, KARN... KARN news time..." Frlpr si gnal. (LH)
MS, HOUSTON 1/26 1806 GOS 10><, into "The Gospel E><oress
Music Hour on WCPC." Into DJ sending WCPC's sympathies to
the relatives of people killed in a fire that mornlng. (LH)

KY, LOUISVILLE 1/26 1856 BBD 10><,into "Roses Are Red."
NBC n>< at TOH. Heavy aRM. (LH)

LA, SHREVEPORT 1/26 1818 "clear skies, 52 degrees in
Shreveport..." Into HorneBuilders Show ad. Fr signal. (LH)

NY, NEW YORK 1/150735 fair in mess wlbusiness n><, sports
n><. Frqt TCs and "AM 11-3-0h" slogans. (JD)

FL, MARATHON KEY 2/1 1725-1735 R. MARTI pr to v. strong
w/occ 10><selections. M & f ancrs in SS. ID segment at 1730

seemed to contain prgming ir,fo, "Radio Marti" ID. Not heard
here in many moons. (ed)

IN, FT. WAYNE 1/26 1819 "Rod Gregory here on WOWO," DJ
t>< about WOWO pop quiz & something he talked about earlier.
Poor signal, heavy aRM. (LH>

PA, PHILADELPHIA 1/26 1820-1824 "You Make Me So Very Hap-
py." DJ 110/110><forecast. (LH>

PA, ALTOONA 1/21 1900 ment of auto race, then ID by male
ancr. Fair atop GY like pile. (WPT>

VA, BLACKSBURG 1/31 1730 surprise to find local off early
(everyone went home to watch the Super Bowl???) (ed>

NC, MORGANTON 1/31 1731 good in WKEX absence w/C&W 10><.
"WMNC-45 years of service to the community." (ed>

GA, DOUGLASVILLE 1/150745 ><lnt w/s/on. "This is WDCY in

Douglasville beginning another broadcast day. (JD)

KY, IRVINE 1/202015 very good, mi><ing w/unID oldies stn
(prob WBSC-SC -ed) Spots for. local food store & video store

Oldies 10>< (live, too!) Called the stn, and talked with the
ancr, Doc Spivey, who put me on the air! (JD>

NY, NEW YORK 1/302250 finally got this dad-ratted pest
at ID time after over a YEAR of trying. Loud black preacher

pushing "prosperity." Numbers given for all NY boroughs.
ID: "The number 1 gospel stn in the nation - WWRL." (ed>

* unIDs *

600 unID 1/31 0112-0158 during WMT DX Test, 2 IDs hrd as "Heaven's
Stat ion." Who? (MH>

960 unID

1480 unID

1/23 solid ID as "KISS 98.7. Heard amid WELl, WRFC, ano-
ther unID that sounded like "WB (I/Y> something." (MH)
(this unID rears it's ugly head again: does ANYONE know who
this is? -ed)

1/31 0230 fair wiDick Clark's Rock, Roll & Remember. IDs
as "CJ (V or B) (M or N). I think it was CJVN. CKAN listed
w/OLD format & silent. Is this stn back on 001new calls? I
logged a similar unID here wi??? Coast to Coast. (ed>

* DX TESTS *
600 WMT lA, CEDAR RAPIDS 1/31 0112-0158 NRC DX Test w/code IDs.

"WMT1" 0112-0133. Apparer,t antenna char,ge 001poorer signal,
then "WMT3" IDs. Modlsevere aRM from WSJS-NC, in addition
to SS stn (prob Cuba) and unID REL stn. A MOST WELCOME tes~
as another 3-letter call is added to the log. (MH)

660 KEYZ ND, WILLISTON 1/250145-0151 strong code ID 01/0145 with
several ments of CLs. Weaker code later. New, ND 3. (JD)

(KEYZ) 1/25 0140-0200 not hrd because of WFAN. (WPT>

690 KEWI AR, BENTON 1/23 0300-0315 NRC DX Test heard w/code IDs,
CLs repeated over & over. No 10><or voice IDs noted, but may
but may have been missed due to WLW solash. (JD)

1~

940 WCPC

970 WAVG

1130 KWKH

WBBR

1180 VOA

1190 10101010

1210 WOGL

1420 WRTA

1430 (WKEX)

WMNC

1520 WDCY

1550 WIRV

1600 WWRL



780 KAZM

&

AZ, SEDONA 1/25 0200-0223 many strong tones w/blts and

pieces of march mx. 1 voIce ID ulstrong WBBM. I called the
stn, & they put me on the air New, AZ 5. (JD)

CA, PALM SPRINGS 1/11 0415-0430 no show, only CKNX. (WPT)
1/11 0400-0430 test not heard. (JD)

TX, LUBBOCK 1/180230-0252 not heard. WPEN & Cuba doml-
n.mt. (WPT>

AZ, COOLIDGE 1/110430-0500 heard several code IDs before

0435. Very good strength. Also heard TTs later, not sure if
it was them. (JD)

1/11 0430-0445 no sign, Just WMET. (WPT)

MT, KALISPELL 2/10430-0455 not noted. Only presumed WHAM
(w/Larry King) arId SS language stn noted. (MH)

2/10400-0500 no sign. Only WHAM, Radio Taino, and another
weak SS presumed Radio Marti. Not needed. (ed)

lA, DAVENPORT 1/180215-0230 not heard. CJMT fighting it
out w/WCED. (WPT>

920 (KDES)

&

950 (KXTC)

1150 KCKY

(KCKY)

1180 (KOFI)

1420 (WOC)

* 1'/r::'s *

1220 unID 2/1 0350-0400 someone wiTTs, mixing w/WKNR. (ed)

* OTHER STUFF *

From LYNN: "No DX tests for me, as 1/26 was the first day my back did
not hurt when I bent over to tune the radio. Doctor prescribed at least

3 days of complete bedrest for me, along wlsome heavy duty ibuprofin.
Hopefully, by this coming MM, I'll be able to get out of bed with no
help to listen for the DX tests!"

* EDITOR'S DESK *
Thanks to DAVE, MIKE, LYNN, J.D. & BILL for a GREAT column this week!

On WBBR-1130: Apparently, the stn had to wait for the calls, which
still belonged to the SC stn. It would be interesting to see numbers
for both this stn and WGEW during the period they were II. Also, this
is the second incarnation of WBBR in NYC. In the late 30s to the early
50s, it was located on Long Island, and was the voice of the Watchtower

Bible and Tract Society. Interesting.

* DX RECORDS *
REPORTER: Ronald J. Musco

LOCATIONS: Poquonock CT

STARTED DXing: -- YRS SERIOUSLY? 31 COUNT CALL CHANGES? no

Ron is a longtime DXer, a member of both BCB clubs, and runs the NRC
Membership Center. He lists "graveyard DXing" as a specific interest.

DATE OF REPORT: 1/24/93

!:!s8EQL\i!sEIEIsQ:

TOTAL BCB: 1333/1190
STATES: 46/46
DC? yly

~g§Lg8Ig!jg§:
DOMESTIC HEARD:

DOMESTIC VERIFIED:
CANADIAN VERIFIED:
FOREIGN HEARD:
FOREIGN VERIFIED:

US-CANADA: 1277/1151 FOREIGN: 54/38
PROVINCES: 818 COUNTRIES: 35/27
MOST HEARD STATE-PROVINCE & NUMBER: NY-149

KEND-1590 TX, Lubbock
KUUU-1590 WA, Seattle
CJRW-1240 PEl, Summerside

ZBM-21340 Bermuda, Hamilton
Radio Americas-1165 Swan Island

TOTAL GY HEARD/VERIFIED!

1230: 21/18
1400: 25/21

143/122

1240: 25/23
1450: 27/20

1340: 21/18

1490: 24/22

If'



. Western DX Forum *****
Reid Wheeler 5910 Boule.,ard Loop SE Olympia, WA 98501

Deadline: Saturday 2 weeks before publication

Garv Larson. 2806 Lincoln. Burbank. CA 91504
(8181843-8222

[1/301 I'm in Alhambra ready to watch the Chinese New Year Parade at 10 am on Valley Blvd.
I worked all night in Pasadena watching stage equipment & other things for an event called
Pasadena Celebrates. My shift was 9p-6a. I then went to the area of the parade route to try
to sleep some in car until at least 9a. Later I'll go on a run in area. While here just off Valley,
I tried 1260 and 540. 1260 clear, 540 faint. Yesterday I turned on home receiver already set
to 1260 and heard music. This was at 9a my time. Missed IDs (3 or so min. before each houri.
I called KKGO and they confirmed 1260/540 was now on with a special of Nat King Cole all
weekend long and that they decided to go on at 6a instead of planned Feb 1 s/on. Lady at W
LA station said offices just opened and I should try to call back in a half hour. Seems we who
were told of KGIL call being kept were made liars. At least that's how I feel now. Official IDs
are "This is KJQI San Fernando-Los Angeles and KOJY Costa Mesa 540 and 1260 AM".
Attempted later to talk to Chuck Southcott PO but was out. Also found out per woman
answering KMGX number that Bob Turner CE of 1260/540 was there at 6a to sign on but had
left. Unable to know of all this in advance to try to record it at 6, so foiled on preserving a
historic moment. Called several members to inform them of what I know. Left message for
SMM, but talked to Mike Riordan and a longer call to Greg Hardison (thanks for being home both
of youl. Greg told me of great conditions on Jan 6. I missed that day - lots of rain and no

- lightning noise. Had I known or planned to tune dial daytime, I may have heard things not
normally heard. Oh, also called Jim Hillikerat KOCN FM and we talked a while. Spoke of KORG
towers. Tonner Cyn Rd is access point of 57 fwy -believe my Thomas Guide says its on Brea
Ridge Mtwy. Am sure new K-Joy format will be popular -newspaper story said people have

- called to ask when it's going on. 73

Carl DeWhltt. 501 Glendale. Ponca CItY. OK 74601
Greetingsl I have recently returned to BCB OX and the IRCA after 3 or 4 years due to financial
hardship and preoccupation with other things like obtaining my ham radio license and upgrading
it (Advanced Class; call KI5SFI. I have noticed some changes already since my return. Is it my
imagination or do at least 1/2 the channels from 540-1600 have some one in Spanish in either
weakly or dominating the channel? It sure seems like it. But not all are Latin Americans. Some
are Spanish speaking U.S. stations such as KSAH-720 and KCLR-1530 both in TX and both new
for me. Also several new logs of Mexicans have been made here. Only new verie is KNXX-
1100-CO for the OX test. Received letter, coverage map, business card and postcard of Grand
Junction. Also heard the KCKY-1150 AZ test in weakly with the code IDs but already verified
so not needed. Thanks to J.D. for arranging these tests. Some interesting statistics were noted
when browsing through a copy of the World Almanac 1993. Under the various countries in the
International section, a section on communications was found. It listed the number of broadcast
radio receivers per person in the country listed. The statistics .for the U.S. were 1 radio per 0.5
people. In poorer countries the radios were more scarce, Le. Haiti with 1 radio per 41 people!
I decided to count how many broadcast receivers I have (not counting kits or 2-way
communications; only receivers). Ididcount my care radio. Result - 12 radios allwith AM BCBI
Either I'm crazy for owning all these radios or I really love radiol Hopefully, the latter but maybe
a bit of both. hi. Till next time, 73 and good OX, de Carl KI5SF. [Welcome back Glen - we look
forward to your continuing contributions to DXM -rcw}

GreG Hardison. P.O.Box 5396. Mission Hills. CA 91395
If anyone can stand yet one more mention of the FORMERKGIL/1260:a legal 10heard on 2/1
at High Noon PLT erased all doubt -- KJQ! is the callsign for 1260. with 540 becoming KJOY.

\\)



Not a bad mix of tunes for a NOS station, either; they seem to playa liberal smattering of '60s
pop tunes --Brazil '66, etc. They also boast an allstar lineup, with Wink Martindale returning
to LA. airwaves, 10A-3P, PLT -- followed immediately by Gary Owens, doing afternoon drive.
PO Chuck Southcott handles mornings, with the extremely capable Bob Stone (ex-KGRB, KKGO-
Jazz days) doing the 8p.12 Mid. shift. I work thru the late night/early AM hours, and haven't
yet been able to confirm the rumor that both stations actually sign off, 12M-6A PLT. They also
feature AP Net Nx, at the top of the hour. Otherness: The OXers are taking over the Ray Briem
show on KABC/790. Listen up to KABC, Saturday March 13, at 12:05 AM PLT ..,and while
you're at it, give us a call if you're in SoCal ...we'll go all five hours, with nothing but OX-talk.
The show tends to lean heavily toward SW, so we need to hear from NCRers and IRCAns, just
to balance things out a bit, hi. Conditions have been unremarkable on the dials lately.. certainly
nothing like 1/6 OAYtime conditions. My question: did the storm moving across the West Coast
that day enable me to hear KOMO/1000, and KLAO/960, among others during the Noon hour
PLT?? 73z.

ANARC UPDATE
IRichard Eckman, 9 Still Harbor Ct., Hampton, VA 236691

Here is another long overdue status report on the activities of the Association of North American

Radio Clubs (ANARC).
In a recent copy of DX Monitor, the rules for the upcoming North American DX Championships

were published. I hesitated submitting this as I think that this is a shortwave-only contest. The
rules are somewhat unclear regarding the contest's frequency coverage. In any event, this contest
will take place in early March.

In October, a proposed draft of the new ANARC constitution was made available to club
representatives. Major changes include significant structural changes in ANARC's government. A
seven-member Executive Board would replace the present Executive Council and would be open to

any hobbyist. At present, only club representatives may be elected to the Executive Council. The
chief executive of each club (in our case, the president) would now vote for the board members. The
net effect is that the present club representative structure would be abolished. Additionally, the
present method of weighted voting based on each club's membership would also be dropped. One
other important item is the planned introduction of a fiat dues structure whereby each member club
would pay a fixed fee irrespective of membership. This could place quite a burden on smaller clubs
and some changes in this proposal are possible. At the time of writing this report (early February),
no vote has taken place on .the new constitution. I'll keep IRCA informed as to what transpires in
the near future.

The annual Winter SWL Festival will have taken place by the time this report reaches print. If

any IRCA member attended, I'm sure that a report to one of the forum columns would be much

appreciated.
Executive secretary Richard D'Angelo summarized the 1992 ANARC year in a year-end newslet-

ter. The financial condition of the organization is healthy after several unsettled years. New Exec-
utive Council members include Kirk Baxter, Dave Marshall, and Paul Swearingen. all well known
names in North American DX circles.

A new publication called Update appeared last month. It is a quarterly newsletter with the
primary purpose of communicating information al,ol1t ANARC to its member clubs. At present,
there are no plans for offering the publication on a subscription basis. The first issue looked quite
nice and included an informative column called" Around the Clubs" which summarized recent

happenings in all of the AN ARC clubs as gleaned from their bulletins.
As always, I welcome any of your questions or comments relating to our club's participation in

ANARC.
IRCA Reprints

The IRCA maintains a large file of arlicles which have appeared in past issues of OX Monitor. These arlicles cover a wide
variety of topics, including: antenna theory and construction. tips for the foreign BCB DXer. how to improve your DXing
skills. history of DXing and broadcasling, lists of stalions by subject, construction projects and receiver modification. receiver
reviews. medium wave propagation. and more. Copies are available for a nominal charge. For a list of reprints. send S1.00to:

IRCA Reprints, c/o Steve Ratzlaff, 1885 E Bayshore Rd Sp 90, E Palo Allo CA 94303.
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EASTERN

DX

FORUM

Richard C. Evans
P.O. Box 21883
Milwaukee. WI 53221-0883

Dead lines: Saturdays Phone: 414-ATlantic 2-9035

The deadline in Milwaukee for the Anniversary Issue will be 2/27. You
can send it in early with another Forum. Just mark it for the anniver-
sary issue and I will hold it.

InR. Carl Huffaker, Domocilio Conocido, Huasca de Ocampa, Hidalgo, C.P.
43500, Mexico I've just returned from another trip which followed

my usual pattern of just heading in a general direction and following any
road sign that pointed toward a town on my DX list. In the process, I
stayed overnight in Huamantla, Tlaxcala. There's a station there, (two
in the Mexican List but XEEG is in Panzacola on the state border, an
outskirt of Puebla.) XEHT was just across the churchyard from the hotel.
They were on evenings, so after dinner I wandered over. It's a big
operation typical of the new prosperity in Mexican radio. They'd just
finished rebuilding their studios, had installed a new vertical antenna
up on the mountain (Mexico has upped the specifications on radials, so
that involved 5 hectares of real estate), and were re-equiping the just-
finished studios and control booths for stereo. Their new 2.5 kw C-Quam
transmitter was still in the packing cases reading for installation when
the studio changeover was complete. There are two FM links, one for each
channel, to the transmitter site. At present, they're running I kw days
and nights until 0500 UTC. The building is "modern Mexico" proud of its
heritage. It's an Id building with grilled windows and flower boxes with
starkly modern studios and offices inside. Yet the main stairway, and
its two stories high, is a spiral of narrow triangular treads wrapped
around an 8-inch post. There were a half-dozen of the staff on duty with
Roberto Romero Rivera who produces the news broadcasts in charge. He
phoned his brother who owned the station to come and show me around which

was a bit more red carpet for a DXer than I usually expect. Later, we
three discussed free trade which is a subject for considerable
speculation here in Mexico. As far as business and population goes, the
Puebla-Tlaxcala area is booming as people and businesses move out of the
smog-filled central valley. Radio reflects this as many of the stations
in the area have increased power and broadcast time and carry national
and international news to an extent, that only a few years ago, existed
only in the Capitol. Several stations later, I stopped by XEGF in
Guterrez Zamora on the Veracruz coast. This is one of the few stations
in Mexico "with problems". The area is primarily a resort for Mexican
tourists who have little interest in the station's advertisers. Oscar
Gonzalez Carmona, very young and just out of school, is trying to turn it
around. He's building a new studio, almost a junkbox project, and trying
to establish an audience. They're on 1020 kHz with an oddball power of
700 watts, 1200-0300 UTC with a mid-day break. The sign on the building
says "740 AM-Stereo", but that's somewhere in the future. 73.

Ernest Cooper, 5 Anthony Street, Provincetown, Massachusetts 02657
Ah. at last a few veries have managed to find my mailbox! They're

from WBIV-I060-MA, WKZE-I020-CT, WCZN-1590-PA, WODE-1230-PA, VSBI-1450 &
VSB2-1280, Bermuda, " WREF-850-CT, bringing my total to 4421. From
12/28/32 to 12/15/74 I DXed from Brooklyn, NY, and since then, from
"Paradise", for three consecutive Monday mornings, 1130 was devoid of
WNEw/wBBR, thru January 4th. but nothing could be heard here other than
some hets. Report went out to WCZN-1590-PA, heard thru semi-local WARY
at twilight on 1/4. and their vII is already in. WELI-I030 has switched
to the Z-Rock format and is NSP, On 1180 on 1.6, I was fooled by a
station with NOS music, which turned out to be R. Taino. Cuba. olu WHAM.
I wonder if a verie would be possible from this guy? 1/8 - I presume the
"Oldies Coast to Coast" is CHOK-DN. on 1070. ulan DC which is undoubtedly
CBA's. That carrier is present every morning. On 1440, WVEI is :;till

~ using that call as of 1/29. II-WEEI-590 on the sports network. Mon. 1/18
\



- while looking for NJ's WRNJ-IOOO at twilight time, I found instead
WLNL-Horseheads, NY in/out with WLUP, and I sent both of them reports. I
doubt WLUP will answer - hey, you Chicagoans, could one of you try your
luck at convincing them that DXers are human beings and would appreciate
being treated as such? A second report has been tried on WWRX-II10-RI,
or is it my third? They're all CNN as is our 1240 local WUOK. On Wed.
1/27, I found my annoying 1550+ TV sweep racket very much weaker than
usual, and I held onto a weakie coming in which I had supposed was WMDH-
IN, but to my surprise and delight, it turned out to be instead, WTYR-TN
for a report. The program NOS music, as does WMDH. 1:51 PMo Leonard
Hyde: CKAN-1480 is back on the air and is your unID of 12/14, no doubt.
And I reckon you and all now know Larry King has switched to 1500-1800
weekdays, but no relief, as that show continues with Jim Bohannon. To

. Pete Taylor: There's nothing listed in the NRC 1991 Log in BC, but it
does show CJMH in Alberta w/c/w music. To Mike Hardester: The "Blue
Water" area is at the southern tip of Lake Huron, and includes Port
Huron, MI and Sarnia, ON, so your 1070 is CHOK. To Mike Sanburn: I'm
glad to hear "Sports Nuts" is a radio talk show - I thought it was a
disease, hi! I'll see you all in the Anniversary issue, if not before-
Forward - March!

Rick Evans, 4841 South 26th Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53221-2937
I needed to do some house cleaning in the DX Shack this weekend so I

wound up bundling up the past four years worth of DX Monitors so I can
put them in storage. I started looking thru them, and found the
anniversary issue from four years ago to be as interesting now as it was
then. I didn't need to read about the origins of the club because I've
heard about them for over half my life, but I did find it interesting
that in the club elections in 1989, only 75 votes total were cast for the
two candidates for club president. That's a third of the club
membership. I couldn't help wondering if you guys are really serious
about wanting a democratic club leadership. I hope there's a better
turnout this year. As you read this, you only have about a week to get
in those Forums for the anniversary issue. See you in seven days. 73.

IRCA Stationery
Red and black masthead wilh me [RCA logo and name. Greal for using when writing for verificalions. 100 sheelS, $5.00.
Order yours loday from: IRCA Bookstore. 9705 Mary Ave NW, Seaule WA 98117
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Geomagnetic Indices
+ high point mas major stonn SA solar activity- low point mir minor flare spe satellite proton event

GEO geomagnetic activitY mis minor stonn 55 severe stonn
mar majorflare pea palarc3p absol'(ltion

Geomagnetic SUmmary January 8 1992 through February 3 1993

Date FLUX A It SA GBO BTC

1/8 133 7 3 very low quiet-unsettled
9 129 13 C very low unsettled

10 132 2C 0 low quiet-mas
11 132 15 2 low quiet-mis
12 lCO 6 1 low quiet
13 lU 8 3 low quiet-active
lC 133 15 2 low unsettled
15 126 12 2 low unsettled-active
16 133 5 C low quiet
17 126 13 2 low active-quiet
18 122 6 3 low quiet-unsettled
19 116 15 2 very low unsettled
20 110 10 1 very low quiet-unsettled
21 107 C 2 verylow quiet
22 1GC C 1 very low quiet
23 106 2 1 very low quiet
2C 105 8 0 very low quiet
25 106 16 C very low quiet-active
26 107 21 3 veJ:y low quiet-active
27 111 8 1 low quiet-unsettled
28 112 7 1 very low quiet-unsettled
29 llC 5 2 very low quiet-active
30 113 10 C very low quite-unsettled

1/31 119 CO C moderate active-mas mis 0900
21 1 125 21 C moderate unsettled-active swa

2 128 lC 3 low quiet-unsettled swa
21 3 137 6 2 low quiet-unsettled swa



NRD-525: A Technical Review

Dallas Lankford. 15 XII 92

There have been a number of reviews of the NRD-525 in the past. but none

of them answered certain technical questions I had regarding 525 performance.

especially in the MW band. The 525 was discontinued last summer, and the remaining

stock was offered at a discount by several retailers. Not being able to resist

a bargain, I bought one of these last 525's with a serial number in the high

51.000's. Line drawings of the 525 front panel and vacuum fluorescent display

are given below.

Frontpanel
1 POWERTIMERONOFFswItch
2 Af GAIN con""
3 TUNINGcont," n..s cont-" also wor~s as Rtf cont-" when

cha-act..s uRlr' aoe on ,
. UP SwItch
S LOCKswItch
6' DOWNswItch
7' Rf GAIN cont-..
8' BfO control

,g, TONEcont-..
'It NOTCHcont-" (II alSo works as P LEVEL(pause lev'" contr..

duronl scan or sweep receptIon )
no SQUELCHconto"
'I~ PBS (pass band sMU (It also works as the SPEED control

duronl scan or .weep receollon )
I) PHONES ,ack
" RECORD,ac~
II NB LEVEL(nol" blank., Itv") cont-ol
Ii RIT swItch

,I~ DIMMER swllch
" MONI [monotor) swItch

,It CLOCK TIMERswItch
,It SCAN swItch
11 SWEEP swItch
'I!' RUN swItch

'n ATT (attenUltor) s.,tch
If AGe cont_oI
IS, Vacuum Fluorescent DIsplay (VfD)
'5 BANDWIDTH swllch
ai' MODE s..lch
" Nu-",.I keys
1t fREQ (f_eqUeno:Y)sw,tch
at CHANNELs..tch
~I' CLR (clt.,) swItch
'!l MHz swItch
n ENT kHZswItch
]0 MEMO(-y) swllch
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25 VlCuumFluorescent Display (VFD)

Previous reviews of the NRD-525 include Magne's RDI white paper. Edition
2.0. 11 June 1987 (presumably there was an earlier review). the 1987 WRTH. pages
555-556, Rainer Lichte's review in his 1987 book More Radio Receiver =-chance

Or Choice. pages 41-48. and John Bryant's Proceedings 1989 review. "Wastegunner

on a 525," pages RI2.1-RI2.9. Because these reviews cover most basic aspects

of a 525. my discussion of basic features will be brief in places. For additional

details you may consult those sources.

The front panel and vacuum fluorescent display line drawings above tell

most of the story about the basic 525 features. Some controls are conventional

analog controls. while some are push button switches. Other reviewers have fussed

about certain aspects of the controls. but I haven't been seriously annoyed

by any of these so-called defects. Yes. it would be nice to have an analog

S-meter. But the main reason the S-meter jumps around so much in AM mode is

because the AM attack times are not appropriate. My mod described in "NRD-S25

AM AGC mod 2" takes care of this annoying defect. And yes, it would be nice

if the front of the 525 could be tilted upward to get a better view of the front

panel and keep your hand from bumping the table top while twirling the main

tuning knob. Nevertheless, the flywheel-weighted. dimpled main tuning knob

turns smoothly and is easy to use. Mode changing is easy with two switches

which move the mode indication left or right through the following: RTTY CW

usa LSB AM FM F~X. By contrast, with the R8 you have to cycle completely through

all other modes to get back to the one you want. Similarly. bandwidth changing

is easy with two switches which move the bandwidth indication left or right

through NARR INTER WIDE AUX. Changing the AGC setting is not as convenient;

a single switch cycles through OFF FAST SLOW. In addition to tuning with the

main-tuning knob, a frequency can be entered either in KHz or MHz using the

keypad. and the frequency can be changed with the UP and DOWN switches.

Some operating aspects of the 525 can be changed by the user. The tuning

rate of the main tuning knob and the step increment of the UP and DOWN switches

can be changed between "coarse" and "fine" by pressing the RUN switch. In "fine"

tuning mode. the main tuning knob rate is 2 KHz per revolution and the UP/DOWN

increment is 1 KHz, while in "coarse" tuning mode the rate/increment is 20 KHz/lO KHz.

The 10 Hz digit of the frequency display can be turned "off" and "on" by pressing

MEMO and 1 switches simultaneously. And the frequency indication in usa and

LSB :nodes can be changed between "automatic" and "manual" modes by pressing

MEMO and 0 switches simultaneously. In "automatic" mode the frequency display

does not change when changing between usa and LSB (and you do not have to retune).
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The ~RD-525 Instruction ~anuaI gives the tuning range as 90 KHz to 34 ~IHz.
The 525 can be tuned below 90 KHz, but internally generated noise begins to
register on the S-meter at about 70 KHz, so the 525 is not useful much below
90 KHz. VLF DXers will need to use a VLF converter.

In the past, the merit of a receiver was often determined by the three

S's - sensitivity, selectivity, and stability. With synthesized solid state
receivers like the 525, stability is seldom an issue. Consequently, a more
appropriate modern version of the three S's is sensitivity, selectivity, and

spurious responses. Nevertheless, for complet~ness, here is what has been published

about 525 stability. The instruction manual specifies "Frequency stability
~ 3 PPM." Lichte measured "~ 5 Hz /hr," while Magne reported "less than !/O Hz

at 10 MHz, excellent." I don't have the equipment to make such precise drift

measurements. Suffice it to say that I haven't observed any drift with the

. 525's I have used, and I don't expect to observe any.

Sensitivity should not be an issue for modern solid state communications

receivers, but surprisingly it sometimes is. Some receivers, like the R-5000,
are desensitized in the MW band by design. Others, like the RS, are not quite

sensitive enough throughout the entire tuning range. Both Magne and Lichte

stated that the 525 sensitivity is derated in the MW band. Lichte even provided

values of 16 and 19 microvolts at 1000 and 500 KHz respectively for a 10 dB

S+N/N using the WIDE bandwidth and AM mode, compared to 2 microvolts for the

SW bands. In addition, the 525 instruction manual specifies 15 microvolts or

better sensitivity for the 0.90-1.6 MHz frequency range, and 2 microvolts or

better f~r the 1.6-34 MHz frequency range using AM mode. However, I do not

know of any 525 with worse sensitivity below 1.6 MHz than above. As a matter

of fact, the sensitivity of my 525 is about 0.35 microvolts throughout the }N

band for a 10 dB S+N/N using WIDE bandwidth and AM mode, with a 400 Hz modulated

source at 50% modulation. The WIDE bandwidth AM sensitivity of my 525 on the

SW bands is not quite as' good. about 0.45 microvolts, but still excellent. Perhaps

some early production 525's were desensitized by design in the MW band. But

that appears not to be the case for most 525's. The 525 is one of the few solid

state receivers with adequate MW band sensitivity at locations like mine with

low levels of man-made noise.

Selectivity sh~uld also not be an issue for modern solid state communications

receivers, but again it sometimes is. Insufficient number of bandwidths, and

inappropriate bandwidths are the common defects. The 525 design is excellent

with regard to available bandwidths because it has four available bandwidths

which are selectable independent of mode. A 525 comes with three selectivities

- AUX, WIDE, and INTER. A fourth bandwidth is available in the NARR position

when an optional filter is installed. Unfortunately, no suitable ~~ filter

is currently availavle for the fourth position. So you have to make do with

the three stock bandwidths. The instruction manual specifies the AUX, WIDE,

and INTER 6 dB/60 dB bandwidths as 12 KHz or more/not specified, 4 KHz or morel

10 KHz or less. and 2 KHz or more/6 KHz or less respectively. Typically the

WIDE and I~TER filter bandwidths are better than specs. For example, mine are

12 KHz/24 KHz, 5.9 KHz/B.3 KHz, and 2.4 KHz/4.2 KHz respectively. These bandwidths

are satisfactory for virtually all listening situations, though I would like

a 3.0 KHz filter if one was available. In Magne's review it was said that ultimate

filter rejection was limited to about 65 dB due to "cross coupling in the matching

networks of the IF stage." However, in 525's I have tested, the ultimate rejection

has been excellent, typically greater than 100 dB (the limit of my measuring

method).
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Measurement of ultimate filter rejection was complicated by what seem to

be synthesizer noise sidebands and "blips" apparently due to synthesizer spikes.
The "blips" were about 86 dB down on my 525 at about tlO KHz and t LOO KHz from

the primary synthesizer frequency in the MW band, and also at t200 KHz in the

SW bands. Weaker "blips" greater than 94 dB down were observed at t200, t)OO

KHz, etc. in the MW band and at t)OO KHz, etc. in the SW bands., To conclusively

demonstrate that the "blips" were not due to filter leakage, I injected a signal

generator source at the junction of LlO) and GI9 on the CFH-)6 IF FILTER UNIT

PC board. Throughout most of the WIDE filter stopband, ultimate rejection was

greater than 100 dB (the limit of my test equipment). Only at one point, about

510 KHz, was the ultimate rejection measurable at about 100 dB down.

These synthesizer "blips" and noise sidebands can produce unexpected spurious
responses where there should be none. Here is how. Let's say you have a super

local on 1520 KHz and you tune to 1620 KHz. The -100 KHz synthesizer "blip"

mixes with the super local on 1520 KHz at the first mixer before any significant

selectivity and produces a phantom copy of your super local where it should

not appear. 1 don't have a super local close enough to the edge of the MW band

to observe this phenomenon on the 525.

Spurious responses due to synthesizer "blips" are not an idle concern.
For example, some of the spurious responses 1 have observed on a Drake R8 are

due to synthesizer"blips".Using a signal generator, 1 determined that when
an R8 is tuned to 1490.00 KHz there are synthesizer blips about 85 dB down at

1649.0 and 1849.0 KHz, and a somewhat weaker "blip" at 1759.4 KHz. Sure enough,

there was my super local KRUS in the noise at 1649.0 and 1849.0 KHz. The 1759.4

KHz spur could not be observed because of a stronger navigation signal on about

1760 KHz. Previously 1 had overlooked the 1849.0 KRUS spur because of a )rd

order lHO product ,on 1850.0 KHz (KRUS+KWKH!2x1490-1130). And 1 hadn'tnoticed
the 1649.0 KRUS spur, perhaps because man-made noise levels were not low enough

- on previousspursearches.1 havenot done a thorough studyof the R8 synthesizer
"blips", but they appear to occur about t50KHz from the primary synthesizer
frequency, and at approximately multiples of 100KHz thereafter. For example,
with a signal generator set at 1100 KHz, R8 "blips" were observed at 1153.8,
1253.6, 1352.8, 1453.6, etc. and at 953.8, 853.6 KHz etc.

To measurethe levelsof spurious responses due to synthesizer "blips"
1 used a calibrated signal generator with a precision attenuator. The receiver
S-meter was first calibrated using the signal generator connected to the receiver

antenna input terminal. Then the signal generator was set to a particular frequency,
say 1490.00 KHz, and the signal generator output was set for maximum. say 100,000
microvolts. The receiver was tuned above and below the signal generator frequency,
and the frequencies and levels of any "blips" were noted. Thus, when I said

that "blips" about 85 dB downwerenotedat 1649.0 and 1849.0 KHz on the R8,
what I meantwas thatS-meter readings equivalentto 85 dB below 100,000 microvolts
were observed. The actual synthesizer "blips" themselves were not observed,
only their effect, namely the mixing of a strongnearbysignalwith a synthesizer
"blip" to produce a phantom signal where there should be none. This method
of measurement simulates precisely what happens in an actual listening situation
with an antenna connected.

The NRD-525 produces fewer spurs due to synthesizer "blips" than the R8
because the 525 uses double tuned circuits ahead of the first RF amp which automatically
track the received frequency,while the R8 uses switched broadband front end
filters. At ~~ frequencies the 525 is unlikely to produce observable spurs
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beyond the first pair of synthesizer "blips" ~IOO KHz, and the spurs are unlikely
to be observable except in the 1610-1700 KHz and 440-530KHz frequency ranges.
The R8 Is also unlikely to produce observable spurs due to synthesizer "blips"
within the MWband, but clearly does produce multiple observable spurs for 100's
of KHz above the ~~ band and perhaps below the MWband when used with a rather
ordinary wire antenna. 1 don't know if SW signals levels are high enough to
cause observable spurs due to synthesizer "blips" on the 525 or R8. If they
are, then the 525 might produce such spurs at ~IOO, ~200, and ~300 KHz from
a strong SW broadcaster, and the R8 might produce such spurs up to several MHz
away from a strong SW broadcaster. Such spurs are much more difficult to identify
at SW frequencies in actual DXing situations because of the transient nature
of SW signals due to fading. But it wouldn't surprise me if many SW DXers have
chased weak hets which are actually spurs due to synthesizer "blips", especially
~n R8's and other broadband front end receivers, and perhaps even on 525's.

In addition to spurious responses due to synthesizer "blips" which follow
you as you tune around, a 525 also has fixed internally generated spurs. These
can be most easily observed by tuning the 525 in USB or LSB modes with no antenna
connected. On my 525 there is an S-4 spur at 100 KHz, and weaker spurs about
every 100 KHz throughout the entire tuning range. Many of these spurs can be
detected with an antenna connected, at least at my location (which has low levels
of man-made noise) with.a noise reducing antenna (which further reduces man-made
noise), provided no received signal is present on the frequency. However, none
of these spurs have been observed as a het on a MWband signal, perhaps because
these spurs are almost exact multiples of 100 KHz, and are quite weak. There
are also some irregular spurs in the MWband on my 525: 548.6, 617, 958, 1026,
1229, 1520, 1523.3, 1524, 1534, 1539.3, and 1560 KHz. None of these irregular
spurs have been observed as hets on MWsignals, perhaps because they are so
weak, or perhaps because I do not have the right combination of suitably weak
MWsignals on adjacent channels. Both regular and irregular SW spurs are observed
when atmospheric and man-made noise are low.

Besides these unconventional spurs which were virtually unheard of before
synthesized receivers, the 525 can produce phantom signals via conventional
images of the 455 KHz IF, at least in principle. Magne gave the measured 455
KHz image rejection of a typical 525 as 82 dB, while Lichte gave 72 dB. Both
are correct. It depends on the frequency at which you measure the 455 KHz image
rejection. For my 525, the 580 KHz image rejection of 1490 KHz is about 100
dB, the 1090 KHz image rejection of 2000 KHz is about 90 dB, the 9.090 MHz image
rejection of 10.000 MHz is 86 dB, and the 19.090 MHz image rejection of 20.000
MHz is 74 dB. Since signal levels tend to decrease as frequency increases,
the 525 decreasing 455 KHz image rejection decreases in the right way. Overall,
the 525 455 KHz image rejection is excellent, though not quite as good as the
image rejection of an R-390A (455 KHz image rejection in excess of 100 dB at
all frequencies, 2-) MHz variable IF image rejection varies from 76 dB at 20
MHz to 90 dB at 10 MHz, and below 8 MHz all images are down in excess of 100
dB). It is unlikely .that I will observe any images on a 525 in an actual listening
situation.

The final way that phantom signals can enter a 525 is as intermodulation
distortion (lHO) products, both 2nd and 3rd order. When I measured the 3rd
order intercept (lCP3) of my 525 at 1100 and 1120 KHz and got -4dBm for the
WIDE bandwidth and AM mode, at first 1 was disappointed. But then I remembered
that an R-390A ICP3 is typically -12 dBm, and yet I have never heard any 3rd

order lMD products on an R-390A in an actual listening situation. Also, an R8
typically has +5 dBm ICP3, yet 3rd order IHO products are routinely heard on an R8
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in actual listening situations (with an antenna connected). For example. i

routinelv hear the 3rd order product of KWKH 1130 KHz and KRUS 1490KHz at 1850 KHz
during the daytime, and numerous 3rd order products of MW signals at night above
1600 KHz on an R8. And in his RDI white paper review of the R8 ~agne observed.

10... our tests have unearthed intermodulation and cross-modulation products
between 0.1 and 3.0 ~Hz when the R8 is connected to a 160 meter 'super antenna'

in an area having strong local mediumwave AM signals." What was going on? The

answer was quite simple. ICP3's are measured at 20 KHz tone (signal) spacing
unless otherwise stated, yet 3rd order IHO heard on a receiver in an actual
listening situation invariably results from much wider spaced signals. When
the ICP3's of an R8, R-390A, and NRD-525 were measured at wider tone spacings,

a much different picture emerged. For example. with tones at 1130 KHz and 1490 KHz,

the 1850 KHz (2x1490 - 1130) ICP3's were +8.5 dam, +15.5 dam, and +17 dam

respectively for the R8, 390A, and 525, and the corresponding 3rd order dynamic

ranges (DR3's) were 87 dB, 96 dB, and 100 dB respectively. Like the 390A, the
525 has a tuned front end which tracks the received frequency, and they have

similar wide spaced ICP3's and DR3's. The R8 with a broadband front end comes
in a distant third. This explains why one routinely hears 3rd order IKD products

on an R8, but not on an R-390A or NRD-525.

The 5, 10, 20,40, and 80 KHz spacing ICP3's of my 525 at about 1100 KHz

using the WIDE filter and AM mode, with 400 Hz modulated source at 50% modulation

were -29 dam, -13 dam, -4 dam, +2 dam and +2 dam respectively, At about 9 MHz

the ICP3's were -24 dam, -I dam, +2 dam, +12.5 dam, and +12.5 dam respectively.

As Denzil Wraight pointed out to me (in personal communications) the close-in

lCP3's of an NRD-525 are determined by the 70.455 MHz IF amp and 2nd mixer.

The 525 first IF filter at 70.455 MHz typically has a 6 dB bandwidth of about

15 KHz and a 60 dB bandwidth of about 70 KHz. As can be seen from the ICP3

measurements above, when at least one of two strong nearby signals is completely

. outside the first IF filter passband (more than 35 KHz away from the received

signal). the 525 ICP3 is determined almost entirely by the RF amp and first
mixer, and is outstanding. And as Denzil has pointed out (in his recent article

"More On Modifications For The NRD-525," draft 20193), the 5 KHz spacing ICP3

- of a 525 can be improved to about -3 dam by removing gain from in front of the

2nd mixer and adding it again afterwards, while reducing sensitivity 4 dB. This

increases the 5 KHz spacing DR3 by about 8 dB. However. we both agree that

there does not seem to be any practical need for such high close-in ICP3's.

But if you are determined to try to improve the ICP3's of your NRD-525, you

should consult Denzil's article (mentioned above) to learn what has been proposed

and works, what has been proposed and doesn't work, and the trade-offs for the

mods that work.

Receiver manufacturers seldom specify 2nd order IMD performance. Yet 2nd

order IMD products are routinely observed on some receivers in actual listening

situations, like on an R8 in the 15.6 - 15.8 MHz range during the early evening

hours. These 2nd order products are due to strong SW broadcasters in the 31

and 49 meter bands (e.g., 6.1 + 9.6 = 15.7 MHz). The 15 MHz ICP2's due to 6

and 9 MHz tones were +49 dam, greater than +64 dam, and greater than +67 dam

for the RB, 390A, and 525 respectively, and the corresponding DR2's were 84dB,

greater than 96.5 dB, and greater than 100 dB respectively. Again, the 525

edged out the 390A, and the R8 finished a distant third. ICP2's and DR2's within

the MW band were not as high for any of the receivers. For example. the 1320

KHz DR2's due to 600 and 720 KHz tones were 80 dB. 86 dB. and 91 dB respectively.

~
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"All so called 'specialists' take note: Here at last is a receiver which

is a match to their beloved monster Collins R390A/URR." Thus said Rainer Lichte.

It is close, but not quite there. While the 525 edges the 390A in a few important

categories like wide dynamic range, the R-390A edges the 525 in other important

categories like spurious responses. And the 390A does not generate any display

noise which can be received by a nearby MW loop antenna. Were it not for the

525 display noise problem, I would be more inclined to agree with Lichte. But

below 1200 KHz the 525 display noise becomes observable above ambient man-made

noise at my quiet location, and is very annoying at the low end of the MW band

on weaker daytime signals using my 2 foot air core balun loop with amp. At

night, however, I haven't noticed any display noise because of greater signal

levels, even when using my 111-4 phasing adapter to combine loop and noise reducing

wire antennas for cardioid patterns. So the 525 display noise problem is not

as bad as I expected it to be (based on other reports). But 1 have also heard

" that the amount of display noise generated by a 525 varies from one 525 to another,

so perhaps I have a "tame" 525 in that regard. The 525 display noise is much

worse when one uses an amplified ferrite rod HW loop. A feTrite rod loop must

be moved further away from a 525 than an air core loop to reduce 525 display

noise to an acceptable level. Maybe this accounts for the variation of opinion

as to the severity of the 525 display noise problem. Another area where the

390A edges the 525 is AGC performance. The 525 AGC has several annoying

characteristics due mainly to inappropriate AM mode attack time constants. Static

crashes and noise pulses cause the 525 AGC to "hang," which briefly desensitizes

the 525. And at high signal levels the instantaneous fast attack and fast release

of the 525 causes low frequency audio distortion on AM signals. Fortunately,

these 525 AGC defects can be gr"atly reduced a"s described in my article, "NRD-525

AM AGC Mod 2," by replacing RI04 with a 220K ohm surface mount resistor, adding

a 22K 1/4 watt resistor from pin 2 of lC7 to pin 4 of lC8, and adding a jumper

from pin 3 of lC8 to pin 3 of IC9. This mod greatly increases the AM mode attack

time constant, which eliminates AM audio distortion due to audio on the AGC

line, and greatly reduces AGC "hanging" due to static crashes and noise pulses

in AM mode. Also, my 525 does not extract as much signal from my noise reducing

vertical antenna at the low frequency end of the MW band as a 390A. The difference.

is about 6 dB. Perhaps it is due to the reflected capacitance of the zip cord

twin-lead de tuning the 525 front end. The 525 does not have an antenna trimmer,

which would help in analyzing and eliminating problems like this. However,

I have not yet heard a signal at the low end of the MW band on a 390A that was

not equally audible on a 525. Curiously, a 525 overloads when signals greater

than about 50,000 microvolts are applied to the antenna input. This is unlikely

to be a problem for most 525 users unless they use antennas which develop excessive

signal levels, or have extremely high RF environments. Overload appears to

occur first at the 2nd mixer, but the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd 455 KHz IF amps may

also be involved. At present 1 do not have a soultion for the overload. Finally,

although 1 haven't found it much of a problem, many people have complained about

the 525 digital S-meter jumping around allover the place. I do agree, however,

that an analog S-meter would be an improvement.

Of course, an NRD-525 has a number of advantages over an R-390A: it can

be carried around the house easily and on DXpeditions, it can be powered from

two 6 volt lantern batteries, you can jump from one frequency to another much

quicker, you have available 200 programmable memories which permit even faster

frequency jumping, and you don't have to fix it yourself if something goes wrong

with it.

revised 28 I 93
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THE INTERNATIONAL RADIO CLUB OF AMERICA (IRCA)

The IRCA is a non-profit organil.ation devoted to the hobby of hearing distant stations on the AM Broadcast
Band (510 - 1630 khz). DX Monitor. the official publication of the IRCA. is published 34 limes a year,
weekly from Oclober 10 March, twice in Seplember and April, and monthly from May 10 Augusi. DX
Monitor contains members' loggings. anicles on radio stations. receiver reviews. technical arlicles, DX
lips, and other material of inle.rest 10 Broadcast Band DX hobbyists. IRCA is a member of ANARC, the
Associalion of Nonh American Radio Clubs.

CLUB ADDRESSES AND OFFICERS

President: Phil Bylheway. 9705 Mary NW, Seattle. WA 98117 (206) 356-3927 (proposals)
Secretary-Treasurer: Ralph Sanserino. PO Box 70223, Riverside, CA 92513-0223 (dues/address changes)
Board of Direclors: Shawn M Axelrod. Michael S Hardester, Bill Hardy (chairman), Ric Heald, Alben S

Lobel, Patrick Manin and Roben Wien
Edilor-in-ChieflPuhlisher: Ralph Sanserino. PO Box 70223. Riverside. CA 92513-0223
PI!hlishing Cnnrdinalnr. Phil Bylheway, 9705 Mary NW. Seattle. WA 98117
MEMBERSHIP DUES

U.S. - S25.oo per year. Canada - $27.00. Overseas Surface - S28.50. Overseas Airmail - $35.00 (Cenlral
America, Caribbean, Colombia and Venezuela), S38.oo (Europe. Nonh Africa. Middle East), $41.00 (rest of
the world). One lime charge for New Member Packet - $2.00 (first year only). Trial Membership - $9.50
(I n is.sues of DX Monitor and a New Member Packet. U.S. I Canada I Mexico only). Installment role:
two payments of 1/2 dues plus SI.OO (SI3.s0/payment for U.S. members). Make checks and money orders
payahle 10 IRCA and send all dues (and address changes) 10: IRCA. PO Box 70223, Riverside. CA 92513-
0223. Persons living outside the U.S.. please use International Money Order in U.S. funds. Sample copies
of DX Monitor are S 1.00 (U.S. or Canadian) or two Inleroalional Reply Coupons each and are availahle
from: IRCA, PO Box 70223, Riverside. CA 92513-0223.

Unless otherwise noted. permission is granted 10 publish, broadcast, or otherwise reproduce non-
copyrighted material appearing in DX Monitor provided credit is given 10 the IRCA and the original
conlrihulor. Opinions expressed in DX Monitor are those of the original contribulor~ and do not
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1993 IRCA CONVENTION REGISTRATION FORM

Name:

Address:

City, State, Zip Code:

Names of those attending if family:

::~~§i{:.I:::[L~P:::1

I have already made reservations with The Homestead Quality Inn.

I have enclosed my $25.00 registration fee which includes the Saturday night catered banquet. *

I am interested in attending the Saturday afternoon tours.

I am interested in attending a DX'pedition on Friday night.
~ -<""\ ~

I am interested in attending a DX'pedition on Sunday night.

I am interested in forming a softball game on Sunday afternoon.

*PLEASE MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO JOHN C. JOHNSON. YOUR $25.00 REGISTRATION FEE COVERS COST
OF THE SATURDAY NIGHT CATERED BANQUET. YOUR REGISTRATION FEE IS REFUNDABLE IF YOU ARE
LATER UNABLE TO ATTEND THE CONVENTION.

The 1993 IRCAConvention will be held in Billings,Montana on June 25, 26, and 27th. The convention site is at
the Homestead Quality Inn. Quality Inn has offered us some very special rates, but you will need to make your
reservations directly with the Homestead Quality Inn by May 1st. Rates are: $43.00 for singles, $48.00 for
doubles, $53.00 for triples, and $58.00 for quads. There is no extra charge for children under 18 staying with
their parents. The Quality Inn offers a complimentary cooked-to-order breakfast. You may choose among eggs,
bacon, sausage, pancakes, etc. Complimentary "Bedtime Snacks" of cookies and milk, peanut butter and jelly
sandwiches, and popcorn are avialable. There is an outdoor swimming pool and hot tub. As a guest you can
enjoy complimentary access to Gold's Gym which is a short walk from the hotel. Rooms made available to IRCA
are their King Suites. Quality Inn is located at 2036 Overland Avenue which is in the Homestead Business Park.
Traveling on 1-90 you Exit 446 and follow King Avenue West to Overland Avenue. For those flying into Billings,
Quality Inn has a courtesy car service. You may call anytime of the day to make your reservations. Call
406-652-1320. Do not use the Quality Inn 800 number. When requesting a reservation mention the IRCAblock
and give them the confirmation number P4186. Remember, to take advantage of the reduced rates you must
makereservations between now and May 1st. TIP: CALLWEEKENDSWHENRATESARELOW!

If for somereasonyou cannot commit before May 1st you can still make reservations at a higher rate.

Please return this form ASAP to John C. Johnson, 979 Neptune Blvd., Billings, Montana 59105-2129


